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ABSTRACT
Rigid Rod Star-Block Copolymers:
Synthesis and Characterization Of Star-Block
Liquid Crystalline Copolymers
February 1987
Willi am H. Dickstein
Ph
- D
. ,
Uni versi ty of Massachusetts at Amherst
Directed by: Professor CP, Lillya
The synthesis and characterization of rigid rod star-
block copolymers is reported. These novel copolymers
consist of flexible polymer chains radiating from a
central point, at the ends of wh ich are aff i xed liquid
crystal line blocks. These copolymers are hypothetical ly
desi gned for uses where high mu 1 1 i —d imens i ona 1 strength
and low weight are desired - A general synthet ic
procedure i s repor ted where : 1 ) the arm number i s
variable, E) the flexible arm length and
po 1 yd i sper s i ty are controllable, and 3) both ther mo trop i c
and lyo tropic mesogeni c blocks are attached to the
ex t rem i t i es of these star-block copol ymer s . The
preparation of these new copolymers required the
synthesis of no ve 1 i n termed i ates . The synthesis and use
vii
of a new nonpolar solvent sol ub 1 e b 1 oc ked am i ne
functional anionic initiator is described. Additionally,
the preparation of novel amine telechelic
po ly ( d i methyl si loxane ) star and linear polymers is
reported. Copolymers exhibiting a broad thermotropic
liquid crystalline phase were prepared by attaching a low
molecular weight? carboxylic acid functional*
thermotropic mesogen to the ends of the telechelic star
po 1 ymer s via a quantitati ve amidation reaction- These
thermotrop ic rigid rod star—b lock copo lymers were
characteri zed by qualitative and quantitative i nf r ared
spectroscopy, gel per meat ion chromatography, differential
scanni ng ca lor i me try , thermal gravi metr ic analysis, and
optical micro scopy. Poly(p_-benzamide) was grown from the
aromatic ami ne end-groups of the telechelic siloxane
polymers via the Yamazaki reaction- These copolymers
were char ac ter i zed by model reactions, infrared
spec tro scopy , differential scann ing calori met r y , thermal
gravi metr ic analysis, i nherent viscosity, optical
microscopy, and general solution properties- It was
found that lyotropic liquid crystalline phases did occur
in solutions of N , N-d i methyl ace tarn ide containing 2.85V.
lithium chloride if both the copol ymer concentration and
copolymer flexible arm length were sufficiently high.
The radial nature of these copolymers apparently inhibits
viii
their ability to form a liquid crystalline phase unless
the flexible arm length is of a sufficient length to give
the rigid blocks some degree of mobility. All copolymers
were found to be highly phase separated and of high
thermal stability.
ii
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CHAPTER ONE
DEFINITION, BACKGROUND, AND RATIONALE FOR
RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
li DEFINING THE PROJECT
The pro jec t descr ibed in this di sser tat ion is the
synthesis and characterization of rigid rod star-block
copolymers. Figure 1-1 shows the general shape of these
copolymers. As can be seen, these copolymers are
compri sed of a flexible core at the ends of wh i ch is
attached a rigid, liquid crystalline mesogenic block.
These copo 1 ymer s may have any number of arms greater than
two ? and the liquid crystall ine block attached at the end
of the flexible core may be a thermotropic or lyotropic
,
low mo 1 ecu 1 ar we ight or polymeric block.
This dissertation will describe the general
synthesis of these new copolymers. This general
synthesis requires that the parameters below be
realizable using known polymer synthetic pathways.
Although not all of these parameters will be exercised in
the work descr ibed herein, the synthesis of these
1
2Figure 1 -
1
The general structure of a rigid rod star-block
copolymer. A flexible inner core of three arms or
greater is capped at its ends with a rigid, mesogen i
c
block that can be of any mo lecul ar we ight and ei ther
ther mo tropic or lyo tropic as a separate compound. Th i s
d i sser ta t ion describes a completely general synthesis
where the number of arms? the molecular weight of the
flexible unit and its po 1 yd ispersity are c lose 1
y
control 1 ed , and where both ther mo tropic and lyotropic
liquid crystalline blocks shall be attached at the ends
of these flexible spacers.
3r/SSSSA
FLEXIBLE BLOCK
RIGID, LIQUID
CRYSTALLINE BLOCK
General Synthesis Includes Control Of:
1 . ARM NUMBER
2. FLEXIBLE ARM LENGTH AND
POLYDISPERSITY
3. LYOTROPIC/THERMOTROPIC RIGID BLOCKS
4copolymers must be sufficiently general so that the
parameters below could be rationally exercised using
known po lymer synthet ic techniques . The key parameters
in Rigid Rod Star-Block Copolymers are:
1) Controlled Arm Number
2) Controlled Flexible Arm
Length and Length Distribution
3) Both Lyotropic and
Thermotropic Liquid Crystalline Blocks
In the work described in this dissertation? the arm
number will be kept constant at four > however , the arm
number could be readily increased to eighteen using
known > literature practices. The flexible arm leng th
will be var ied over a great range wh ile a narrow length
distribution will be maintai ned - Finally* a low
mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh t ther mo trop i c mesogen and a h i gh
mo lecu 1 ar we igh t lyo tropic mesogen i c po 1 ymer will be
attached at the ends of the flexible core.
The characterization of all polymers regarding their
liquid crystalli ne properties will be incl uded in th i s
d i sser t at ion. The characterization will include optical?
therma 1 > and rheo logical properties.
5Hi IQPIC BACKGROUND
The field of liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s offers to
the po 1 ymer scientist a un i que area in wh i ch to mod i f
y
the chain conformation of polymers. Since polymer
properties are dependent upon the conformation of their
c ha ins ? be they main or side chain* the synthes i s and
manipulation of liquid crystalline polymers presents
i tsel f as an exciting way to man ipulate pol ymer
properties- Two properties of particular, but not
exclusive? interest currently in the field of liquid
crystalline polymers are optical and mechanical
proper t ies
-
Scientific exploration and subsequent technological
exploitation of polymer liquid crystals is a recent
development- Elliott and Ambrose first identified a
separate anisotropic phase in a solution of poly(X-
benzyl-L-glutamate) in 1950 ( 1 ) - Concomitant theoretical
work by Onsager , Isihara, and Flory predicted that rigid
entities in 1 i quids could form separate aniso trop ic
phases above a critical concentration ( ) -
It was not until the 1970's that systematic
exploration of liquid crystalline polymers was widely
reported- Brooks and Taylor in 1965 did report? that
upon graph i t i zat ion of carbon that a thermotropic
6meso phase did occur, however , it was a decade later
before the field truly became ac t i ve in synthetic
po 1 ymer s ( 5 ) .
The field has developed along several lines, each of
wh ich will be di scussed briefly in this i ntroduc t ion so
as to lay a context for the work descr i bed in this
dissertation. Generally, the field of liquid crystalline
polymers has developed along the lines of thermo trop ic
,
po lymers that mel t into a liquid crystall ine phase , and
lyotropic, polymers that form a liquid crystalline phase
in sufficiently concentrated solutions. Within the
domain of thermo trop ic liquid crystall ine po lymers the
field has div i ded itself into ma in chain and side chain
polymers. The field of lyotropic liquid crystalline
po 1 ymer s has devel oped a 1 ong the 1 i nes of ex tended ma i n
chain and rigid helical polymers. In neither general
division have star shaped liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer
s
ever been r epor ted until the work descr ibed in this
d i sser tat ion
.
Ib®H!DoiL2Bic Iigui.d crystalline eQlymers
As ment i oned above , the doma in of thermo trop i c
liquid crystalline polymers has primarily divided itself
on the general lines of side chain and main chain
7polymers. Recent work by Reck and Ringsdorf has
described the synthesis of thermotropic liquid
crystalline polymers with rigid, mesogenic groups in both
the main and side chain? however
, the field has been
dominated to date by side and main chain po lymer s ( 6 )
.
Figure 1 .2 shows the general topology of main chain and
side chain thermotropic liquid crystalline po lymers
- As
can easily be seen, these polymers are most frequently
made by connecting rigid segments via flexible spacers,
however, main chain thermotropic liquid crystalline
polymers have been reported that do not require flexible
spacers to melt without significant degradation (7).
Generally, it has been the goal of the investigators in
main chain thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers, in
addition to the i nvest igation of what mo 1 ecu 1 ar factors
give rise to certain types of liquid crystalline
behavior, to design liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s that can
be proper 1 y mel t processed to ach i eve high strength / low
wei gh t materials, with most emphasi s on f i ber preparation
( 7 ) - I nvest igators in side chain ther mo tropic liquid
crystalline polymers have concentrated much less on
ultimate strength mechanical properties, and turned their
pr i mary at tent ion towards various po tent ial optical and
network properties (B)
.
The first reported main chain thermotropic liquid
8Figure 1.2
Diagrams of a side chain and main chain thermotropic
liquid crystalline polymer. In both cases, rigid,
thermotropic low molecular weight mesogenic blocks are
attached via flexible spacers to achieve the appropriate
structure. Although other types of thermotropic liquid
crystalline polymers have been reported (see text), most
thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers reported in the
literature fall within these two general categories.
'Ill
SIDE CHAIN
Key Factors —F lexibility, Tg of Po 1 ymer Backbone
—Spacer Length Between Mesogen and Backbone
-Type of Mesogen ic Block
MAIN CHAIN
Key Factorss -Presence of Flexible Spacers
-Length, flexibility, and regularity of spacer
-Axial Ratio, Regularity of Mesogenic Block
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crystalline polymers were reported by Roviello and Sirigu
in 1975 (9). Since that time the field has rapidly
expanded so that only a brief background will be provided
here; further information is available in the lengthy
list of references that will be forthcoming.
For the most part , ma in chain thermo tr op ic liquid
crystalline po lymers have been synthesi zed by connect ing
rigid, end reactive, low molecular weight, thermotropic
liquid crystalli ne mesogens to various types and lengths
of flexible spacers to form po lyesters < 7 , 9 , 10-37 )
.
The primary variabl es ex ere i sed in this work have been
the type, flexibility, and length of the flexible spacer,
and the axial ratio, regu 1 ar i ty , and flexibility of the
rigid, thermo tr op ic mesogeni c block. It has genera 1 ly
been found that the mel t i ng temperature and stability of
the mesophase i s decreased by i ncr eased spacer
flexibility, odd lengths of the flexible spacer, and
increased length of the flexible spacer as well as
i ncr eased width, i ncr eased irregularity,
and increased flexibility of the rigid, mesogenic block.
Theoretical work on r ig i d /f 1 ex ib le main chain
thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers has also been
performed < 1 1 , 13 ) . These rigid /fl ex ible, po lyester
,
main chain, thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers have
pr i mar i 1 y r esu 1 ted i n nema t i c meso phase morphologies,
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however? cholesteric (19, 29), smectic (27), and discotic
( 36 , 37 ) mesophase morpho logies have been reported
-
Unfortunately , most of these po 1 ymer s have suffered from
low molecular weights, due to their limited solubility
which results in their early precipitation during
preparation via solution polymerization. Additionally,
the effor t to 1 ower the me 1 1 i ng temper atures of these
polymers to assist in processing and decrease
degradation, also limits their use in applications
requiring elevated temperatures.
Not all thermotrop ic ma in chain liquid crystalli ne
polymers are synthesized by connecting rigid,
thermotrop i c , end r eac t i ve * mesogeni c blocks to flexible
spacers via ester bonds. Other types of main chain
ther mo tr op ic liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s have been who 1 1
y
aroma t i c po 1 yester s ( 7 , 16, 38-4-5 ) , po 1 yurethanes with
flexible spacers (46), r i g i d /f lex i b 1 e polycarbonates
(47), rigid, N-alkylated po 1 y i socyanates (48,49), and
poly (ester-amides) (50, 51). Roviello and Sirigu have
synthesi zed liquid crystalli ne main chain ther mo tr op i c
polyesters by connecting non-mesogenic blocks to flexible
spacers (52). Theoretically this is due to the added
restraint of the polymer on the rigid, non-mesogenic unit
to result in a thermotropic liquid crystalline polymer.
Recent work has descr ibed the synthesis of sequent ial
12
block copol ymer ma in chain ther mo tropic liquid
crystalline polymers with thermoplastic poly(ether
sulfone) blocks (53). Liquid crystalline main chain
po 1 ymer s have a 1 so been made by connec t i ng d i v i ny
1
thermotropic mesogens to po 1 y < d i methy 1 s i loxane ) spacers
via hydrosi 1 at ion ( 54- ) - The wholly aromatic, napthalene
containing main chain thermotropic liquid crystalline
polymers show the greatest potential tech no logical use as
high strength/low weight materials with good thermal
stab i 1 i ty
.
Ther mo tr op ic side chain liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymers
were first reported by Strzelecki in 1973 (55). As can
be seen from Figure 1-2, these po 1 ymers are genera 1 1
y
made by connect i ng low mo 1 ecul ar wei gh t , ther mo tropic
liquid crystalli ne blocks to pol ymer ic bac k bones via
flexible spacers . Th is field has moved towards
exploitation of three primary types of pol ymer backbones-
-po 1 y ( methacr y 1 ate ) (56-59) » po 1 y ( aery 1 ate ) (60) > and
po ly ( d imethy 1 si 1 oxane ) (61-69). A great number of
ther mo tr op i c mesogens have been at t ached to these pol ymer
backbones via flexible spacers to ach ieve many d ifferent
pr oper t i es and mesogen i c mor pho logies. To date, nemat i c
(60, 62, 67) , smectic (56, 5B , 60, 61 , 62 ) , and
cholesteric (62, 65) mesogenic morphologies have been
observed , and discotic low mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh t mesogens have
13
been attached to po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 si lo xane ) backbones via
flexible spacers to form thermotropic liquid crystalline
po lymers ( 66 ) . However , the "disco tic" side chain
thermo tr op ic liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer mesophase has yet
to be definiti ve ly determi ned
.
The primary factors contributing to the attainment
of liquid crystal 1 ini ty in side chain thermotropic liquid
crystalline polymers has been the flexibility of the
polymer backbone? and the length of the flexible spacer
between the polymer backbone and the attached
thermo t r op ic meso gen i c block. The most flexible pol ymer
backbone ? po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 s i lo xane ) > can be ut i 1 i zed to
prepare room temperature side chain liquid crystal 1 ine
pol ymers if the flexible spacer connec t i ng the mesogen i c
unit to the pol ymer bac kbone i s suff ic i ent 1 y 1 ong ( 69 )
Leng theni ng the flexible spacer between the mesogen and
the po 1 ymer bac kbone decoup les the motion of the mesogen
from that of the mai n chain- Increasingly* the data
suggests that side chain thermotropic liquid crystalline
pol ymers are mi cro-heterogeneous C 57 % 58 > 69 ) . As the
mesogenic block becomes more perfectly phase separated
from the polymer bac kbone i the stability and order of the
liquid crystalline phase is enhanced.
The primary potential technological utilization of
side chain thermotropic liquid crystal 1 ine polymers is in
14
the field of optical display devices (67). The polymer
backbone acts like a matrix support to wh i ch the
optically act i ve thermotropic mesogeni c unit is attached
to allow for greater ease of display fabrication and
decreased volatility. Other potential utilizations of
side chain ther mo tr op ic liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer
s
mentioned have been uses as stationary phases in gas
chromatography (61) and utilization as unique network
materials (6^, 68).
Lyg tropic ii.gu.id crystal l^ne Eolymers
The field of lyotropic liquid crystalline polymers
has genera 1 1 y d i v i ded i tse If into the two pr i mar y areas
of rigid* extended chain pol ymers and rigid? helical
po 1 ymers . The first 1 yo tr op ic liquid crystalli ne pol ymer
reported by Elliott and Ambrose was a rigid? helical
poly<y- benzyl-L-glutamate ) polypeptide ( 1 ) . The first
rigid? extended chain polymers were simultaneously
deve 1 oped i n two i ndustr i a 1 1 abor a tor ies in the ear 1
y
1970, s (70,71 ) . Whether hel ical or extended chain,
lyotropic liquid crystalli ne pol ymers form a liquid
crystalli ne ani so tropic phase in so lut i ons above a
critical polymer concentration. Extended chain lyotropic
liquid crystalli ne pol ymers are present 1 y commer c i a 1 1
y
15
Lit i 1 i zed as h igh modulus * h igh strength , and low weight
fibers . The area conti nues to generate great sc i ent i f ic
and techno logical interest.
As was ment i oned above, rigid? helical polypeptides
were the first liquid crystal li ne po 1 ymer s to be r epor ted
(1)- These materials are liquid crystalline due to the
rigid* helical confor mat i ons they assume i n cer tai n
so 1 vents . At suff ic i ent ly high polymer concentrations
the resul t ing rods organize themselves into a lyotropic
liquid crystalli ne phase ( 72 ) . Cons i derab 1 e wor k has
been reported d iscussing the nature of the helix-coil
transition in these po 1 ypep tides? with special at tent ion
paid to the high optical rotatory powers of these
materials in solution (73? 74-). Other work has delved
into the potent ial role of liquid crystallinity in
biological processes ( 75 ) - The particul ar study of
poly (tf- benzyl-L-glutamate) CPBLG!3 has been of great
sc i ent ific utility due to the sens itivity of PBLG to
helix-coil transitions that can be brought about easily
by very smal 1 changes in the so 1 vent C 74- ) ? and due to the
fact that PBLG can be synthesized to precise molecular
we igh t s with low polydispersity via Leuchs ? anhydrides
(76) .
The field of ex tended chain lyo tropic liquid
crystal 1 ine polymers has been one of great advancement in
16
the last fifteen years- The polymers of greatest impact
in this area have been who lly aromatic? extended chain
polyamides (77-87). However, extended chain
poly(benzobisoxazole) (88-91 ) , po ly ( benzob i sth i azo 1 e
)
(89, 92), and po 1 y ( benzob i s imi dazo 1 e ) (89) lyotropic
liquid crystalline polymers have resulted in the highest
modu lus f i ber s
-
Remarkab 1 y , po 1 y ( benzob isthiazole)
polymers of intrinsic viscosities as high as 30.3 dL/g
have been reported , indicati ng both high mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh
t
and extraordinarily high polymer rigidity (98). Both the
who lly aromat i c , ex tended chain po 1 yam i des , which have
been reported to be actually worm like chains of high
persistence length (86) , and the more rigid
po 1 y ( benzob isoxazole), poly< benzob isthiazole) > and
po 1 y ( benzob isimidazole) pol ymers go into solution with
difficulty and degrade rather than mel t upon heating.
Th i s comb ination of high streng th
,
high modu 1 us , low
weight ? and h igh temperature stability make these
difficult to process polymers great materials for fibers,
however
, they do have some distinct disadvantages wh i ch
the wor k in this di sser t a t ion will hypothetically address
(83, 87, 89, 91 , 98)
.
Other extended chain lyotrop ic liquid crystall ine
po 1 ymers have been reported . Inc luded among these are
block copolyesters (93, 94- ) , N-subst i tuted para-aromatic
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polyamides (95), block copolyamide polymers (96,97), and
N-alkylated po 1 y i socyanates (^8). This area continues to
be one of active synthetic, physical, scientific, and
techno logical exploitation.
11a advantages and disadvantages of polymer liquid
qbystals--rationale for rigid rod star-block copolymers
Liquid crystal li ne po 1 ymer s , in addition to their
obvious scientific fasc i nat ion , offer many techno logical
uses . These techno log ical advantages inc lude the use of
side chain liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s in display devices
(6^, 67) and in gas chromatography <61 ) . More
significant ly, the use of thermo tropic main chain and
lyotropic ex tended chain liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s has
resulted in exciting high strength, thermally stable,
high modulus fibers (16,^2, 87, 90, 92, 98-101).
Fabrication and processing of liquid crystalline polymers
into highly oriented, high strength
,
high modulus fibers
is also aided by the low viscosities of thermotropic
liquid crystalline nematic melts and lyotropic liquid
crystal 1 ine nemat ic so lut ions ( 100 , 102 , 103 ) .
Nonetheless, while liquid crystalline polymers can
readily be processed to ach ieve the h igh one-d imensional
18
or i en tat i on that 1 eads to their high strength and high
modu lus i n f iber use ? liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymers suffer
the distinct di sadvantage of marked 1 y poorer pr oper t i es
in the directions perpendicular to the direction of their
cha i n ex tens ion . Ha 1 1 i day and Wh i te have d i scussed th i s
prob lem theoret ical ly > and state that the modulus
perpend icular to the draw d irec tion is roughly
proportional to the cohesive energy densi ty of the
ut i 1 i zed po 1 ymer ( 1 0*+ ) . Thus * the only forces opposing
app 1 ied stress perpend icular to the draw d irect ion are of
a secondary nature? and > therefore, the polymer lacks
strength in such d irect ions . As a resul t , 1 i quid
crystal 1 ine po 1 ymers have been 1 imi ted primarily to one—
d imens ional applicat i ons
.
This probl em has been r ecogni zed for a number of
years, and efforts have been made to overcome this
d i sadvantage of liquid crystall ine po 1 ymers . The use of
liquid crystalline block copolymers has shown potential
in overcomi ng at 1 east some of this probl em ( 96 1 97
,
105). The excellent work of Takayanagi in the area of
mo 1 ecu 1 ar compos i tes has suggested that the use of liquid
crystal 1 ine block copolymers can be employed to provide
more than one-dimensional strength (105). The flexible
blocks are hypo thet i ca 1 1 y suggested to act as tie
mo 1 ecu 1 es to provide chemical bonds between the
19
structurally supporting rigid blocks (105).
Additionally, Takayanagi has suggested that liquid
crystalline block copolymers would naturally phase
separate to result in a heterogeneous structure which
would inh ibit crack prop ag at ion , a pr imary mode of
polymer mechanical failure (105). Others have suggested
that cholesteric polymer liquid crystals should be
utilized to form biaxially oriented, chemically bond
connected laminates (19, 106, 107). The work on
cholesteric liquid crystal 1 ine po lymers has been p lagued
by low mo lecu 1 ar we i gh t s and a lack of potential for high
temperature stability, therefore , no success has been
r epor ted in this area towards the goal of primary bond
connec ted liquid crystalli ne biaxially ori en ted
laminates . Work has been reported on attempts to
biaxially orient liquid crystalline polymers (109),
however , such mater ials will natural ly prefer to form
laminates which have very poor mechanical properties
perpend icular to the direction of the biaxially extended
cha ins
.
The use of rigid rod star-block copolymers
hypo the t ically could overcome these i nher ent d i ff icu 1 1 i es
i n one-d i mens i onal 1 y and two-d i mens ionally extended chain
liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer app 1 i cat i ons . Figure 1.3
shows how the use of rigid rod star -block copol ymer s
—
20
Figure 1 .
3
A pictorial explanation- of the hypothetical advantage of
using rigid rod star -block copolymers in one and two
d i mens ional fiber applicat ions . As can be seen , the
flexible core of the rigid rod star—block copolymer
connects uniaxial ly oriented rigid blocks? thus leading
to improved mechani cal properties in the d i r ec t i on
perpendicular to the draw direction- Similarly, the
flexible un its of a rigid rod star -block copol ymer could
connect biaxially oriented laminates. Typical extended
chain liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s ? ideally, could not
take on a conformation to allow for good two-dimensional
properties when uni ax ially drawn or good three-
dimensional properties when biaxially extended.
FIBERS
IDEALIZED NEMATIC
LINEAR FIBER
RIGID ROD STAR-
BLOCK COPOLYMER
2_D APPLICATIONS
TWO DIMENSIONAL APPLICATION
OF RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK
COPOLYMERS
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either alone or blended with nematic polymer melts or
solutions—could result in primary chemical bonding in
directions perpendicular to the draw direction in fiber
applications. Fur ther more
,
rigid rod star-block
copolymers, either alone or blended, could also provide
tie molecules between biaxially oriented rigid laminates
to resul t in good mechanical proper t ies in the direction
perpend icular to the pi ane of chain ex tens ion.
Additionally, the heterogeneous nature of the rigid rod
star -block copol ymer s wou Id a 1 so inhibit crack
propagation as suggested by Takayanagi (105).
So , in add ition to the r epor t ing of the first
thermotropic and lyotropic star-block liquid crystalline
copolymers, this dissertation will discuss the synthesis
and initial characterization of rigid rod star -block
copo 1 ymer s that hold out the po tent ial for significant
sc ient if ic and technological
.
importance . The next
chapter will discuss the synthetic strategy employed and
the spec ifics of that strategy for the synthesis of rigid
rod st ar-b lock copol ymer s
.
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CHAPTER TWO
SYNTHETIC SCHEME FOR RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
li INIRODUCIION
The synthesis of rigid rod star-block copolymers
represents an advance in the area of synthesis of well
defined polymers. To synthesize a copolymer in full
accordance with the requirements presented i n Chap ter
One y our scheme will have to take ful 1 advantage of
existing methods in polymer synthesis and add some new
methods as well. This chapter will explain a rational,
genera 1 synthes is of rigid rod star -block copol ymer s and
then d i scuss the spec ific initiators, monomers ? and o ther
reagents to be used in this work
.
Pr ior to discussi ng the genera 1 synthet i c scheme to
be emp 1 oyed in this wor k » it will first be necessary to
briefly provide a background into relevant synthetic
areas . These areas i nc lude the synthes is of star % end-
reactive* and end-reactive star polymers. After this
background it will be clear that the synthetic scheme to
be employed in this work is a truly general synthesis
that completely satisfies the requirements presented in
30
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the first chapter of this dissertation.
Hi SYNTHETIC BACKGROUND
The synthesis of rigid rod star-block copolymers
utilizes several known polymer synthetic techniques.
These synthet ic techniques will be discussed in this
section to provide a proper context for the general
scheme to be presented subsequently. In accordance with
this general synthetic scheme, the spec if ic requirements
of the chemical reagents will be outl ined in the last
sec tion of this chapter. Fo llowing chapters will provide
the detailed synthesis and characterization of all
aspects of the synthetic scheme and the final synthesis
and character ization of the rigid rod star-block
copo 1 ymer s
.
Syntheses of Star Polymers
Over the 1 ast twenty years ? sever a 1 types of star
( somet imes a 1 so referred to as radial pol ymers ) po 1 ymers
have been reported . Many synthet ic pathways have been
ut i 1 i zed ? however as will be shown > only one method
satisfies the strict requirements for the synthetic work
to be discussed in this thesis.
32
Star polymers have been synthesi zed in two pr imary
ways. One way reported has been to synthesize star
polymers via multifunctional initiators from which the
arms are grown as the polymer i zat ion proceeds
. The other
general method has been to terminate growing polymer
chains with multifunctional terminating agents to form
the star polymer
- Both methods will be discussed in this
section; however, only the latter method combined with
anionic " 1 i v ing " polymer ization can resul t in a star
polymer of controlled arm length, narrow molecular weight
distribution, and easi ly varied arm number
.
Many types of star pol ymer s have been prepared via
the method of growing chains from a multifunctional
initiator
.
These i nc 1 ude styrene , i soprene , and
butadiene polymers and block copolymers grown via living
anionic polymerization from styrene/d i v i ny 1 benzene gel
multifunctional initiators (1-3). These polymers and
block copol ymer s have been made with up to 56 arms , but
it has proven difficult to control the arm number and
polydispersity of the arms . A recent r epor t has
described the utilization of delocalized anions to grow
star po 1 y < styrene ) via anionic living pol ymer ization,
however, a maximum of only three arms has been reported
us i ng this method (^t). Cationic pol ymer ization has also
been used to grow star polymers from the inside out;
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these methods include growing poly ( tetrahydrofuran) from
chloro-tr i methy lcel lulose < 5 ) and using Kennedy ' s inifer
method (6). Both methods suffer from a lack of narrow
molecular weight distributions as well as very limited
arm numbers.
Preparing star polymers via termination of growing
ends with multi funct ional terminating agents is a much
more general method. This method has typically involved
terminating living anionic polymer chain ends wi th
multifunctional silicon halides (7-11). This method has
resul ted in wel 1 -defined po ly ( styrene ) and po ly ( d iene
)
po 1 ymer s and block copol ymer s of narrow mo lecular we igh
t
d i str ibut ions ? controlled arm numbers of up to eighteen
(8), and theoretical arm lengths. Other multifunctional
terminating agents have been used i n an ion i c 1 i v i ng
po 1 ymer i zat i ons i nc 1 ud i ng styr ene/d i v i ny 1 benzene gels
( 1 8- 15 ) and mu 1 1 i func t i ona 1 esters (16), however * none of
these terminating agents offer the control * precise
reactivity? and easy change of arm number as do the
silicon halides.
Other methods of a much less genera 1 sor t have been
used to prepare star po 1 ymer s . These methods i nc lude the
synthesis of star-block po 1 y < styrene ) -co-po 1 y
(
h-
v iny 1 pyr i d i ne ) by taking advantage of a side reaction in
the an ion i c po 1 ymer ization of ^f-v i ny 1 pyr i d i ne (17), as
34
we 11 as termination of cationically growing
poly( tetrahydrofuran) with a multifunctional terminating
agent (18). Star po ly ( methy 1 ene ) has also been reported
(19). This polymer was simply made by hydrogenat ion of
high 1,4- star poly( but ad iene )
.
In summary
, only the method of termination of 1 i ving
anionic polymer chain ends with mul t ifunc t ional silicon
halides will satisfy the requirements of the work to be
described in this thesis. The next two sections will
provide a background in telechelic polymers , wh ich
combined with information in this section, will lead to
the rational synthesis of rigid rod star-block
copo lymers
.
§y.nthesi.s °f §DdzB§ac tiye Polymers
The field of end—reactive polymers has been very
act i ve over the past twenty years . The var ied and
extensive work in this field has led to new possibilities
in the control of macromo lecular architecture. Many
i nvest i gator s , utilizing many po 1 ymer i zat i on techni ques
and pathways have made the field of end-reac t i ve po 1 ymer
s
an ex tr emel y dynam i c ar ea . As a r esu It* the nomenc 1 atur
e
of such po 1 ymer s has as of yet no t been standard i zed
.
For the purpose of this di sser tat ion * the name semi
-
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telechelic will refer to a polymer containing only one
react i ve end group > and the name telechel ic will refer to
a po lymer containing a react i ve end group at all of its
extremit i es • The name macromo 1 ecu 1 ar monomer will refer
to a po lymer containing an end group capable of taking
part in a chain reaction pol ymer ization. This sec t ion
will provide a br ief over v iew of this active area so as
to lay a context for the forthcoming discussion of the
genera 1 scheme to be used in the synthes is of rigid rod
star-b lock copo lymer s.
End-reac t i ve pol ymer s have been prepared via
cationic, anionic? and radical means- Of course all
pol ymer s prepared via step reaction pol ymer ization means
are typically end-reactive presuming that the growing
pol ymer was no t term i nated due to an undesi r ab 1 e si de-
react ion leading to a loss of end group react ivi ty - As
will be shown in this section, only telechelic polymers
prepared via living ani on ic pol ymer ization methods
satisfy the strict requirements of monomer generality*
narrow molecular weight d istr ibut ion * and controlled
functionality that will be needed to satisfy the
forthcoming general synthetic scheme.
Many i nvest i gators have reported the synthesis of
end-reactive polymers made via radical polymerization
methods. These investigators generally prepare
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telechelic polymers by using functional radical
initiators, which after propagation, transfer , and
termi nat ion by radical coupling, reside at a certain
amount of the polymer chain ends 00-28). Most reports
have indicated that the average functionality of the
polymer chains has been greater than two. Among the end
group func t ional i t ies repor ted have been hydroxy 1 ( 20
,
22, 23, 2.6, 28), carboxylic acid ( 24-
, 25, 27), ester (21,
2^), and amine < 2<f , 29, 30). Much of the work has
concentrated on the synthesis of telechelic
po ly ( butad iene ) s . Needless to say, the difficulty in
controll i ng the course of r ad ica 1 po 1 ymer i zat i ons makes
the polymers made by these methods the least
wel 1 -defined
.
Cationic polymerization methods have been used to
synthesize semi-telechel ic polymers, telechelic polymers,
and macr omo 1 ecu 1 ar monomers . The great bulk of this work
has been carr ied out utiliz ing the initiator-transfer
agents and "quasi-living" techn i ques p i oneer ed by Kennedy
over the last few years (31-51 ) . This work involves the
use of a cationic initiator that also acts as a transfer
agent . By careful ly controlling the react ion condit ions
,
transfer to monomer is el i m i nated in favor of transfer to
the initiator-transfer agent. The polymers prepared by
this method feature near ly quantitative end
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func t iona lit ies , but have mo 1 ecu 1 ar we ight distributions
typically on the order of 1.5. Most of the work has
utilized only one monomer, isobutylene, however, B-
pinenes (36, 37) and indene (50) have also been explored
with this method. Semi-telechel ic (31) and telechelic
( 32-49 ) po 1 ymers have been prepared by this method with
chloro (31, 36, 37, 39-41, 44 , 49), hydroxyl (32, 42 )
,
allyl (32), oxirane (43, 46), phenol (45), Diels-Alder
adduct (47), carboxylic acid, and ester functionalities
( 48 ) . Macromo 1 ecul ar monomers have a 1 so been prepared
via this procedure with acrylate and me thaery 1 a te
functionalities attached to one end of po 1 y ( i sobuty 1 ene
)
( 50 , 51). Although this method has very great utility,
the 1 i mi tat i ons i n monomer types and lack of a narrow
mo 1 ecul ar we ight distribution di squal i f i es it for use i n
this thesis. Additionally, as will be discussed in the
nex t sec tion, this method has not been used to prepare
star polymers of more than three arms.
Other cationic pol ymer ization techniques have been
used to prepare end -react i ve po 1 ymers
.
Po ly ( tetrahydrofur an ) telechel ic ( 52 ) and macromo lecular
monomer ( 53-55 ) mater ials have been synthes i zed with
ester and vinyl functionalities respectively. Other work
has descr i bed the pr epar at ion of poly( 2-methy 1 —2-
o xazo 1 i ne ) macr omo 1 ecu 1 ar monomers wi th styr ene
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func t iona 1 groups at one end - Cat ionic pol ymer i zat ion
methods remain an area of great ac tivity in the synthesis
of end-reactive polymeric materials.
Anionic polymerization methods offer the best means
to attain quanti tat i ve func tionalities* narrow molecular
we igh t distribut ions > and monomer variability in the
synthes is of end-r eac t i ve pol ymer s . Recent rev i ews
discuss the two pri mar y anionic methods for the synthes i
s
of end-r eac t i ve po 1 ymer s ( 29 » 30 , 56 , 57 ) . These two
pr imar y methods are via funct i ona 1 initiators or via
terminat ion of livi ng po 1 ymer s to form a gi ven
functionality. The use of functional initiators and
func t i ona 1 ter mi nator s comb i ned with livi ng ani oni c
po lymer i zat ion techniques have successful ly been used to
prepare semi -te leche lie, telechelic, and macro mo lecular
monomer mater i a 1 s
.
Semi -tel eche 1 i c po 1 ymer s have been prepared via
functional termination (55-61) and functional initiation
methods (63-66). Most of this work has been performed on
po 1 y ( styr ene ) and poly(di enes ) > however , o ther monomers
such as the eye lie tr i mer of d i me thy 1 s i loxane ? D3 * have
been used. Amongst the terminal functionalities are
amine (58, 59, 64 ) » hydroxy 1 (61 > 6S , 65 ) , carboxyl ic
acid (64) % and many others (61). For the synthesis of
sem i -te 1 eche 1 i c pol ymer 5 the func tional ter mi na t ion and
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func t iona 1 initiation methods work equal 1 y we 11 as long
as the pertinent reagents are soluble in the reaction
medium . So lub ility has been a pr ob 1 em with func t ional
initiators as they are typically insol ub 1 e in the
nonpo 1 ar so 1 vents that must be used in the synthesis of
po ly ( d imethy lsi loxane ) and high 1 , ^-po 1 y ( d i enes ) <56,
57) .
Telechelic polymers have been made utilizing the
same general methods described above in the anionic
synthes is of semi -tel eche 1 i c po 1 ymer s - The d i ffer ence
,
of course, is that one must functionally terminate living
po 1 ymer s that have both ends 1 i v i ng ( 66-69 ) , or terminate
1 i v ing po 1 ymer s i n i t i a ted by func tional initiators with
mul t i func t i ona 1 ter mi nat i ng agents ( 62-65 ) . The monomers
used and func t iona 1 i t ies produced are as in the sem i
-
telechelic pol ymer s descr ibed above - The use of ani on i c
func tional initiators, however , in the c ase of telechelic
po 1 ymer synthes is offers a distinct advantage over the
use of func t iona 1 termination methods - When more than
one end of a growing polymer is living, particularly in
nonpo 1 ar med ia, the possibility of gelation of the living
ends i s very great and this lead to obvious probl ems
.
The use of func t iona 1 initiators all ev iates this probl em
,
however, the above mentioned solubility problems of most
present ly available func tional anionic initiators leads
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to difficulties- The work described in this thesis will
emp loy a unique non-po lar so lub le , blocked funct ional
,
ani onic initiator wh i ch obv i ates the gelation probl em
wi thout resul t i ng in a so 1 ub ility probl em
.
Macromo lecu 1 ar monomers have been prepared
anionically via both the termination (61, 70, 74 ) and the
func tional initiation methods ( 75 , 76 ) - These one end-
reactive polymers typically have styrene (70-72? 74-76)
and methacrylic (75) functionalities. Such polymers can
be ut i 1 i zed to prepare uni que branched copo 1 ymer s
-
In summary
,
many po lymer ization methods have been
ut i 1 i zed to prepare end -react i ve po lymers . Of the many
methods utilized, anionic living polymerization
techn i ques offer the best means of preparing we 11-
def ined , end -react i ve po 1 ymer s . Fur ther , the use of the
anionic functional initiator method is of particular
utility when attempt i ng to prepare telechelic pol ymer s
.
The nex t sec tion will describe the few methods avai lable
to prepare wel 1 -defined telechel ic star po lymers
.
PE©R^E#ii°D °f le^l echel^c Star Polymers
Three methods for the preparation of telechelic star
po 1 ymer s have been rep or ted . These are via cationic ( 36
.
37, 45, 46, 77-80), delocalized anionic initiators (69),
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and the functional anionic initiator method (56). Only
the 1 at ter method , p ioneered by Schulz is appropriate for
the work descr ibed in this thesis.
Cat ionic techn iques based on Kennedy 7 s initiator-
transfer agents (36, 37, ^5, ^6, 77-80) have been used to
prepare telechelic star polymers. However, this quasi-
living method has been primarily limited to the use of
the monomer isobutylene, results in po 1 yd i sper s i t ies on
the order of 1.5, and has never been used to prepare a
star po lymer of more than three arms
.
The work of Gordon ( 69 ) ut i 1 i z ing delocal ized
ani oni c mul t i func tional initiators has r esu 1 ted i n three-
armed po ly ( styrene ) stars with carboxylic acid
func t iona lities at the ends . Th i s recent wor k has the
potent i a 1 for prepar ing wel 1 -def i ned telechelic stars,
however , no star po lymer of more than three-arms has been
reported. Significant advances in the preparation and
use of multifunctional delocal ized anionic initiators
woul d be necessary for th i s method to be appropriate for
the work of this thesis.
The method of Schulz (56), where blocked functional
anionic initiators in combination with multifunctional
terminating agents are used, has resulted in telechelic
star polymers. This method is a general type of
telechelic star synthesis where po 1 yd i sper s i ty , molecular
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weight > and arm number can be readily control led based on
known literature techniques. The problem with this
method is the limited solubility of presently available
b 1 oc ked func t i ona 1 ani oni c initiators < 63-66 ) . Chap ter
Three of this thesis will discuss the preparation of a
new b 1 oc ked func t iona 1 an ion i c initiator that is soluble
in non-po 1 ar so 1 vents , thereby obviating the limitation
of this method and ex tend i ng i t for use with add i t i ona
1
monomers to make di ffer ent and more we 1 1 def i ned
telechelic polymers- The next section of this chapter
will describe the genera 1 scheme to be utili zed in the
synthes is of rigid rod star -block copol ymers . Th i s
method will be an extension of the methods of Schul z
.
llli IHE GENERAL SYNIHEIIC SCHEME FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF
RIGID ROD STAR=BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Figure S. 1 shows the general scheme for the
synthesis of rigid rod star-block copolymers. As can be
seen , a b 1 ocked func tional anionic initiator will be used
to initiate a living anionic pol ymer ization. The
po lymer ization will proceed to form a po lymer of low
polydispersity and control led mo lecular weight . Upon
termi nat ion with a mul t ifunc tional terminating agent? a
star polymer will be formed with blocked functionality at
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Figure 2.1
The general synthetic scheme for the synthesis of rigid
rod star-block copolymers. This figure shows; (1) The
blocked functional anionic initiator reacting with an
appropriate monomer to form a living polymer. (2) By
termination with a multifunctional terminating agent and
(3) unblocking of the functional group, a telechelic star
core is prepared. (A) Reaction with a rigid, liquid
crystalline species gives a rigid rod star-block
copo 1 ymer
.
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A GENERAL SYNTHETIC APPROACH TO THE SYNTHESIS OF RIGID
ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
1. yCBFM + xCM> > yCBFI—(M)x/yl (livinq)
BF I - B locked Func t iana 1 Initiator
M = Monomer
BF I
I
<M>x/y
I
2- yCBFI- <M>x/y] >- BF I -CM > x /y-T-CM > x/y-BF
I
( I ivinq ) y/<»< T<t> |
CMlx/y
T*» = Tetrafunc t ional Terminating
|
Aqent BF
I
BF I F
l
I(M>x/y <M>x/y
I I
3. BFr-CMJx/y-F <M>x/y-BFI > F-<M>x/y-T-(M>x/y-F
j
unblock
|
CM>x/y CM>x/y
I I
BF I F
F
I
(M)x/y
I
AC
(M>x/y
<*. F-{M>x/y-T-{.M>x/y-F >*X///1-AC-<: M >x / v T - ( M>x /v-AC -?// /A
|
EZZ2-AC
|
<M>x/y <M>x/y
AC = Appropr lately End Func t iona
1
Mesoqen i c B 1 oc k
AC
I
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each extremity. Although a four-armed star is shown in
the figure , star polymers of up to eighteen arms could
readily be made employing the method of multifunctional
termination (8). After deblocking, a telechelic star
po lymer will have been formed
-
The rigid rod star-block copolymers will be made by
ei ther gr ow i ng a po 1 ymer from the ends of the telechelic
star or by simply reacting a low molecular weight mesogen
of appropriate functionality with the telechelic star
polymers.
As can easi ly be seen , this genera 1 method ful ly
sat i sf ies the r equ i r ement s out 1 i ned i n Chap ter One for
the genera 1 synthesi s of rigid rod star -block copol ymer s
.
The next section will discuss the specific requirements
for the reagents > and the specific lyotropic and
ther mo tr op ic liquid crystalli ne spec ies to be utilized in
the synthesis of the rigid rod star-block copolymers.
IVj. SPECIFICS FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE RIGID ROD SJAR-
BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Th i s sect ion will describe the specific requirements
for the b 1 ocked func tional anionic initiator, the
spec if ic telechel ic star core to be prepared * as wel 1 as
the specific thermotropic and lyotropic liquid
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crystalline blocks to be utilized in the synthesis of the
rigid rod star -block copol ymer s
-
The b 1 ocked func t i ona 1 ani oni c initiator to be used
in this work must satisfy a number of str i ngent
requirements. The blocked functional group must be fully
inert to the propagating anion. The nature of the
initiator must a 1 so al low for the living pol ymer ization
of the eye 1 ic tr imer of dimethylsi loxane > D3 , since that
is the monomer of choice as descr ibed below . Th i s
requires that the initiator have a lithium counterion and
be so lub le in nonpo 1 ar so 1 vents . Add i t i ona 1 1 y > it is
highly preferable that the blocked functionality be that
of an aromatic amine for structural and reactivity
concerns to be discussed below.
The flexible telechelic star core of choice is
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 si 1 o xane ) . It has been shown , that via the
D3 monomer » a 1 i v i ng an ionic pol ymer ization can be
performed to prepare poly(di me thy 1 s i 1 o xane ) of controlled
mo 1 ecu 1 ar wei gh t and low polydispersity (81 -83 ) . Th i s
,
however , can only be performed utilizing the D3 monomer ?
a lithium counterion? and utilizing a nonpolar reaction
medium with a very small amount of polar promoter.
Utilization of the monomer and/or a polar reaction
med ium will r esu It in backbiting react ions to form cyclic
products C 8^-86 ). The poly(di methy 1 s i 1 o xane ) pol ymer
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should be excellent for the flexible star core due to its
extraordinary flexibility and its good thermal stability.
Add itionally, the li v ing silanolate anion should react
expeditiously with silicon chloride multifunctional
terminati ng agents
.
The thermotropic rigid rod star-block copolymers
will be prepared by reacting a low mo lecu 1 ar we i gh
t
thermotropic mesogen with the end of the telechelic star
cores
.
The actual thermotropic mesogen to be used will
be descr i bed i n Chap ter Five.
The lyotropic rigid rod star-block copolymers will
be made by growing poly( g-benzami de ) off the ends of the
telechelic star cores via the "Yamazak i" reaction. The
Yamazak i reaction invol ves the preparation of certain
po 1 yam i des via d i rec t po 1 ycondensat ion by us i ng
phosphites in the presence of metal salts (87-90). This
reaction has been shown to be particularly good in the
pr epar a t ion of poly(g-benzamide) homopol ymer s and block
copo 1 ymer s to usefu 1 and cons istent molecular we i gh t
s
(87, 91, 92). It is important to point out that the
Yamazak i reaction proceeds successful ly only with
aromatic am i nes and aliphatic and /or aromatic carboxylic
acids; thus the requirement for an aromatic amine blocked
func t ional anionic initiator.
The subsequent chapters of this thes is will present
the detailed account of the preparation and
characterization of the new blocked functional
aromatic amine initiator, the new telechelic
poly(dimethylsiloxane) star polymers, and the
thermotropic and lyotropic rigid rod star-block
copo 1 ymer s
.
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CHAPTER THREE
A BLOCKED AMINE FUNCTIONAL INITIATOR
FOR ANIONIC POLYMERIZATION
li INIRODUCIION
The field of end-reactive polymers has been an
ac t i ve one in po 1 ymer synthes is for more than twenty
years . Sever a 1 methods have been used to prepare end-
reac t i ve po 1 ymer s i nc lud i ng an ion i c (1-10), radical
( 1 1 - 1 4- ) > cationic ( 15-21 ) > and group-transfer
po 1 ymer i zat i on 22 ). To date* anionic po lymer ization
has been the most general 1 y successfu 1 method to prepare
end-reactive polymers from many monomers with resulting
po 1 ymer s of theor et ical func t i ona 1 i t i es > narrow molecular
weight distributions? and controlled molecular weights
(8) .
End-reactive polymers can be prepared via "living"
anionic polymerization in two primary ways (8). To
prepare telechelic pol ymer s one can use mu 1 1 i func t i ona
1
anionic initiators fol lowed by func t i ona 1 termination
(1-5, 8) , or one can utilize blocked functional anionic
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initiators fol 1 owed by mu 1 1 i func tional termination
(6-10). The latter method pioneered by Schulz utilizing
blocked functional initiators has a distinct advantage
over the former method. Utilization of blocked
functional anionic initiators alleviates the frequently
encountered problem of gelation of multiple "living" ends
found in anioni c po 1 ymer izations with mu ltifunctional
initiators (8). This gelation problem is particularly
troublesome when per form i ng po 1 ymer izations in nonpolar
so 1 vents ? however > i n many cases nonpolar so 1 vents are
the solvents of choice to ach ieve wel 1 defined polymer
microstrue tures
.
Present ly available b 1 ocked func t iona 1 anionic
initiators have, with vari ed 1 eve Is of success > been ab 1
e
to prepare well-defined polymers with hydroxyl,
carboxylic acid and ami ne end func t i ona lities (6-10).
However > the use of the b 1 oc ked func t iona 1 an ionic
initiator method has been 1 i m i ted due to the i nso 1 ub i 1 i ty
of most of the current ly available blocked func t i ona
1
anioni c initiators in nonpolar sol vents < 8 ) . Th i s
nonpolar solvent insolubility of most presently available
b lock func t iona 1 anionic initiators prevents their use in
the preparation of high 1,^ and high cis-1,4 polydienes
and in the preparation of well-defined telechelic
polyCdimethylsi loxane)s. Only a blocked hydroxyl
func tional anionic initiator has shown any solubility in
benzene (10), however , this initiator is not soluble in
hexanes (6), which limits its use to prepare high cis-1
po 1 yd i enes
.
This chapter will discuss the preparation and use of
a new blocked amine functional anionic initiator that is
soluble in nonpolar solvents. The preparation of well
defined end-reactive amine functional
po ly ( d imethy lsi 1 oxane ) s will also be presented.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
!!!§ieEi3l§2 g-Aminostyrene ( PAS ) was obtained from
Polysciences and vacuum distilled from calcium hydride
prior to use. Ch 1 oro tr i me thy 1 si 1 ane and
d ich 1 orod i methy 1 s i 1 ane were obtained from Aldrich
Chem ical Co. and distill ed and then titrated prior to
use. N, Q-b is C tr imethy lsi ly 1 ) acetamide (BSA) was obtained
from Sigma and used as r ece i ved . n-Buty 1 1 i th i urn and sec-
butyl 1 ithi urn were ob ta i ned from Aldrich Chem ical Co . in
hex ane and eye 1 ohex ane solutions respecti ve 1 y , and used
as r ece i ved after stand ardization as described in the
measurements sec t ion. Ethyl magnesi urn bromide in
tetrahydrofuran was ob ta i ned from Aldrich Chem ica 1 Co
.
and used as received. Molecular Si eves , 3 Angstrom, were
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obtained from MCB and act i vated as fo 1 lows
- After
sitting under tetrahydrofur an for five days, the sieves
were washed
, the so 1 vent was al lowed to dr y , and then the
sieves were dr ied under vacuum ( < 0 .005 mm Hg ) for two
days at 140°C; the sieves were stored under dry argon.
I ono 1 , 2 6—d i -ter t-buty 1—^--methy 1 pheno 1 ? was obtai ned
from Shel 1 and rec r ystal 1 i zed from Skelly F prior to use
.
Dipheny lacet ic ac id was obtained from Aldrich Chemical
Co . and was sub 1 imed prior to use
.
Hexamethy lcyclotr isi loxane (D3) , was obtained from
Petrarch Systems and purified by sublimation into a flask
containing activated 3 Angstrom Molecular Sieves. This
monomer was d i spensed as a solution in dry benzene.
Me thy 1 violet was obtai ned from Eastman Kodak and used as
received. Perchloric acid > 70*/*, was obtained from
Eastman Kodak and used as received.
Hexane ( HPLC grade ) was obtai ned from F i sher
Sc ient i fic ? distill ed from calcium hydr ide into a flask
containing ac t i vated Molecular Si eves > and stored under
argon prior to use. Cyclohexane was obtained from
F i sher Sc i ent i f i c > st i rr ed over su 1 fur i c ac id > washed and
neutr a 1 i zed with distill ed water and dilute aqueous
sod ium hydroxide? distill ed from fresh phosphorus
pentox ide ? ref luxed over sod ium metal for two days,
distilled under dry argon into a flask containing
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activated Mo lecul ar Si eves , and stored under argon prior
to use. Benzene (spectroscopic grade) was obtained from
Fisher Scientific, stirred over sulfuric acid, washed and
neutr a 1 i zed with distill ed water and aqueous sod i um
hydroxide » distilled from fresh phosphorus pentoxide,
refluxed over sodium metal and benzophenone until free of
both water and o xygen , distill ed under dry argon into a
flask containing act i vated Mo 1 ecu 1 ar Si eves , and stored
under argon prior to use . Tetr ahydrofur an ( THF
,
spec tr oscop ic grade) was obtai ned from Fisher Scientific,
ref 1 uxed over sodium me ta 1 and benzophenone until free of
both water and oxygen? distilled into a flask containing
ac t i vated Molecular Si eves , and stored under argon prior
to use - Hex ame thy 1 phosphor ami de ( HMPA ) was obtai ned from
Aldrich Chemical Co., stirred over anhydrous calcium
oxide, fractionally vacuum distilled from calcium oxide
into a flask containing sodium metal, refluxed two days
over sodium, distilled under vacuum into a flask
containing ac t i vated Mo lecul ar Sieves , and stored under
argon in a refrigerator prior to use. Acetic acid was
obtained from Fisher Scientific and distilled prior to
use .
Into a clean, dry 100 mL round bottom flask containing a
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stirring bar and a small amount of ionol, was vacuum
distilled 3.0 g (0-025 mo 1 ) of PAS- To this flask under
argon at room temperature was added 25 mL of dry THF and
lOmL (0-0^9 mol) of BSA. The reaction mixture was
al lowed to st ir under argon for three days at room
temperature - The N-monosi 1 y 1 1 a ted PAS was isolated via
vacuum distillation ( 0.01 mm Hg ) at 59 - 63°C after the
THF > unr eac ted BSA , and the tr i methyl si 1 y 1 ace tarn i de side
pr oduc t were removed by vacuum . The N-monos i lyllated PAS
was prepared i n 97% yield and ver i f i ed by NMR to be
identical to that described previously (23). Then the
0-025 moles of N-monosi lyl lated PAS were cooled to -10°C
and under argon was added 10 mL of THF and 25mL of 2N
Ethy lmagnesium bromide in THF (0-05 mol, 2 eq . ) . After
its temperature had r i sen to amb lent , the r eac t i on
mixture was stirred for three hours under argon and then
12-6 mL (6.10 mol, 4- eq . ) of ch loro tr i methy 1 s i 1 ane was
added- The reaction was al lowed to proceed for seventeen
hours after wh i ch the magnes i urn salts were filtered off
in a glove bag? and the product was isolated by vacuum
o
distillation (0.02 mm Hg ) at 79 - 84- C after the THF and
excess chlorotri me thy 1 s i 1 ane were removed by vacuum - The
overall preparation could be performed with a combined
yield of 81% and the product was verified by NMR to be in
agreement with literature values ( 23 ) - The product was
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stirred over calcium hydride, vacuum distilled, and
stored under argon in a refrigerator prior to use.
Reactions of 8il<yHithrums with p_-N_2_N-
li§IiEi!D®ibyIsi 1%liamiosstyrene ; Generation of the
lDiii#i°£l T° a c lean » dry, argon filled flask was added
at room temperature 7 mL of dry benzene , 9.3 mL ( 0 . 00023
mol in cyclohexane) of sec-butyl 1 i th ium , and then 3.7 mL
(0.0002^+ mol in benzene) of g-N , N-b i s < tr i methy 1 si 1 y 1 >
-
aminostyrene with vigorous stirring. The reaction
mi x ture slowly became co 1 or ed unt i 1 an or ange/red color
persisted
.
The reaction was al lowed to proceed under
argon at room temperature for 1.5 hours at wh i ch t i me the
r eac t ion was term i na ted with dilute acetic ac id. The
terminat ion with dilute acetic ac id was a titration for
living ends which along wi th gas chroma tograph ic and NMR
data indicated that the desired initiator species
(DP = 1 ) was generated
.
Polymerization of D3 with the Bigcked Amine Functional
Anionic initiatory To a clean, dry, ar go n-f illed flask
was added 70 mL of dry benzene, 1.32 mL (0.00186 mol in
eye 1 ohexane ) of sec-butyl 1 i th ium , and then 3 . 76 mL
(0.00186 mol in benzene) of g-N , N-B i s ( tr i methy 1 s i 1 y 1 )
-
aminostyrene at room temperature. After 1.2 hours, the
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initiator was formed as i nd i cated by the persisting
orange/red color. Then 2.00 ml_ (1.0 g in benzene) of D3
solution was added, followed by 1.0 ml_ of HMPA . Only
after addition of HMPA did the characteristic color of
the initiator i mmed lately fade to the colorless
appearance of the propagating si lano late . After 1.5
hours ? 1.0 ml_ of the r eac t i on was removed and terminated
by 1.5 equivalents of chlorotri me thy 1 silane for use in
gel permeation chromatography analysis; at the same time
0.46 mL (0.00095 mo 1 in benzene) of
dichlorodi me thy 1 s i 1 ane was added to form the block ed
telechelic pol ymer . The coupling reaction was al 1 owed to
proceed for two days at room temperature under argon at
wh ich t ime the po lymer was ready for unblocking of the
am i ne functional ity.
Unblocking of the le^echel^c Blocked Amine Ey0£ii°.D§I
P°iyidi£nethyisiio><ane2j. After infrared spectroscopy
analysis? 10 mL of 2N aqueous HC1 was added to the
colorless solution containing the telechelic blocked
am i ne func t ional poly(d imethy 1 siloxane). After thirty
minutes? the now cloudy reaction mixture was investigated
by infrared spectroscopy to insure total unblocking? then
the colorl ess so 1 u t i on was transferred to a separator
y
funne 1 ? neutr a 1 ized with dilute aqueous sod i urn hydroxide?
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washed with distil led water > and filtered through a
Whatman #1 filter into a round bottom flask from which
the solvent was removed via rotary evaporation. Then the
o
po 1 ymer was dr ied under vacuum ( 0 . 05 mm Hg ) at 65 C for
65 hours to yield 1.22g (97.6% yield). The oily polymer
was i nvest igated by gel per meat ion chromatography*
qual itative and quantitative i nf r ar ed spec t roseopy , and
vapor phase osmommetr y to determine its polydispersity
and func tional ity.
Measurement sj. Titrations for living end concentration in
the r eac t i ons of 1 i th i uma lkyls with g-N , N—
b i s ( tr i me thy 1 s i 1 y 1 ) am i nos tyr ene were performed with known
amounts of dilute aqueous acetic acid in benzene and
based upon disappearance of the characteristic styryl
anion co lor .
End -group analysis for the concentr a t ion of aromatic
ami ne in the poly(d imethy 1 siloxane) pol ymer s was
performed by nonaqueous titrations as repor ted by Schu 1
z
( 7 ) , and by quantitative infrared analysis of the 1 600 cm
phenyl ring breathing peak in chloroform based on a
Beer's law plot of g-n-but y 1 an i 1 i ne
.
Gas chromatography was performed on a
Hewlett/Packard 5790A gas chr omatogr aph with an 0V101
column* flame ionization detector* and Helium carrier
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gas. Infrared spectroscopy was performed on a Per k i n-
E 1 mer 1 4-20 i nf r ar ed spec tr opho tometer . NMR was performed
on a T60 spec tropho tome ter - Vapor phase osmommetr y was
operformed on a Knauer osmommeter in chloroform at 37 C
with benzil as the standard- Gel per meat ion
chromatography was performed on a Waters chr omatogr agh i
n
THF.
Alkyl 1 ithi urns were standard i zed for total base and
total lithiumalkyl by the method of Kofron (2^+) utilizing
diphenylacetic acid in THF.
Illi RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Attempts to prepare the mono-( tr imethylsi ly 1 )
-
aminostyrene in accordance with the literature procedure
(23) failed due to formation of polymeric species. The
literature procedure invo lved reflux ing in
hexame thy 1 d i s i 1 azane > followed by addition of
chlorotri me thy 1 s i 1 ane . Therefore? milder conditions were
sought to carry out the mono silylation. It has been
reported , that silylation of hydro xyl , amine , and
carboxylic acids under mild conditions has been
accomplished using a number of special silylating agents
(24- - 26) . BSA was chosen to mono silylate the PAS due
to a report that amines could be monos i 1 y 1 ated by BSA
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i n THF and /or d i methyl ace tarn ide at room temper at ure C 26 ) .
The comp lete silylation of PAS was carried out as shown
in Figure 3. 1 . The product was verified by NMR and
I nf r ared spectroscopy to be in accordance with reported
va 1 ues , and gas chromatography indicated the product to
be pure, see Figure 3.2.
The key step in the pr epar at ion of the new b 1 oc ked
am i ne func t i onal an ioni c initiator was the gener at ion of
the anion by a clean reaction of an alkyl 1 ith ium reagent
quantitatively with p_-N , N—b i s ( tr i me thy 1 s i 1 y 1 ) -
am i nostyr ene . Table 3.1 shows the many conditions under
which g-N ?N-b i s ( tr imethy 1 si 1 y 1 ) ami nostyrene was added to
an equ i mo 1 ar amount of alkyl lithi urn . As can be seen
>
only the addition of g>-N ? N-b i s ( tr i methy 1 s i 1 y 1 ) -
am i nostyr ene to sec -but y 1 lithi urn under totally nonpolar
so 1 vent cond i t i ons r esu lted in the gener at ion of the
des i red initiator. Under no cond itions was the desired
one degree of po 1 ymer ization achi eved with n-buty llithium
or in the presence of any polar promoter. Figure 3.2
shows the gas chromatography data from reactions 10 and
12 of Table 3.1. The data indicates the formation of one
de tec tab 1 e spec i es with no initial r eac t ants 1 ef t . The
NMR and titration data also indicated that only in
r eac t i ons 10 and 12 of Table 3.1 was the des i r ed pr oduc t
exclusively formed
.
Figure 3.1
The reaction scheme for the preparation of the new
b 1 ocked ami ne functional anionic initiator. The g-NjN
b i s ( tr imethy 1 s i 1 y 1 ) ami no styrene can be prepared in an
over all yield of 81%, and this s tyr ene derivative reac
quantitatively with sec -but y 1 1 i th ium to form the
i ni t iator .
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THF
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*- 2)CISi(CH3 ), (4eq.)
TMS'N TMS
I
I s-BuLi
s-Bu^S^ Li
N(TMS).
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Figure 3.2
Gas chromatography data from the reactions of p_-N?N-
b i s ( tr i me thy 1 si 1 y 1 ) ami nostyr ene with alkyllith iums
.
Chroma tograph I shows two peaks from the sol vent and the
p_-N , N- ( tr i methy 1 si 1 y 1 ) am i nostyr ene at 0 - 28 and 0 - 57
minutes respectively. Chr omatogr aphs I I and III show the
results from reactions 10 and 11 respectively from Table
3 - 1 - On 1 y wi th sec-butyl lithium and benzene as the
exc lusi ve solvent does one get the des i r ed r esu Its as
shown in chromatogr aph II.
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^0.28
U0.57
I
time
0.28^
0.96
VI
time-*
I
0.28
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Table 3-1
Reaction conditions and results of the reaction of
B-N»N-bis( tr imethylsi lyl ) aminostyrene wi th al ky 1 1 it hi urns.
Only with sec-buty 1 1 i th ium and totally nonpolar
conditions was the desired product formed exclusively.
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REACTIONS OF ALKYLLITHIUMS WITH
p_-N , N- < TR IMETHYLS I LYL ) AM I NOSTYRENE
REACTION ALKYLLITHIUM SOLVENT TEMP
i
RESULT
1 n-BuLi benzene
i i
25°C o 1 i g i mer s
2 n-BuLi benzene/HMPA 25° C o 1 i g i mer s
i i i
3 n-BuLi benzene/THF 25°C o 1 i g i mer s
i i i i v
n-BuLi benzene/THF -78°C olio
i i i i v
5 n-BuLi benzene/THF 5°C o 1 i q
i i i
o
i v
6 n-BuLi benzene/THF 25 C o 1 i q
V i v
7 n-BuLi benzene/THF 25°C o 1 i
v i i v
9 n-BuLi benzene/THF 25°C o 1 i g
v i i i v
9 n-BuLi benzene/THF 25°C o 1 i g
v i i i
10 s-BuLi benzene 25°C DP=1
V i v
1 1 s-BuLi benzene/THF 25°C o 1 ig
v i i i
12 s-BuLi benzene 25°C DP=1
1
The r epor ted resu Its are based on titration for living
end concentration) gas chromatography, and NMR data
.
i i
HMPA was used at 2.5% by volume of total solvent,
i i i
THF was used at 4-5% by vol ume of total solvent.
i v
Although mostly oligimer was formed, the reaction did
take on a highly color ed appearance indicative of styrl
anion generation.
v
THF was used at 5*/. by vo 1 ume of total solvent.
v i
THF was used at IV/* by volume of total solvent.
v i i
THF was used at 33% by vo 1 ume of total solvent.
vi i i
The desired product was generated.
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The literature has reported mi xed resul ts in efforts
to prepare nonpolar so 1 vent soluble d ifunct ional
initiators by using react ions of alkylli th iums with
d i vinyl and di isopropeny 1 benzenes ( 28 , 29 ) . Remmp (28
)
has reported the successful generation of a difunctional
initiator by the addition of m—d i i sopropeny 1 benzene to
two equ i valents of sec-butyl 1 i th ium, wh i le Cameron ( 29
)
d isputes this resul t . Cameron added the alkyllithium to
the d i i sopropeny 1 benzenes , which encourages the
ol igimer ization of the d i i sopropeny 1 compounds that he
found- Cameron suggests that gel permeation
chromatography be used in' the analysis of any such
react ions to insure that olig imer ization does not take
p 1 ace
.
F i gure 3 . 3 shows the po 1 ymer ization scheme to form a
semi -te lech el ic amine funct ional poly(dimethylsi lo xane
po 1 ymer via " living" anionic pol ymer ization- It has been
shown over the last fifteen years that low
po 1 yd i sper s i ty , control led mo 1 ecu 1 ar we igh t
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane )s can be prepared without cyclic
by products using living anionic pol ymer ization
techni ques ( 30-32 )- This can only be accomp 1 i shed with
nonpolar reaction med ia and only a very slight amount of
pr omo ter ; HMPA was used in this case although other
promoters like THF and DMSQ can be used . In our
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Figure 3-3
The po 1 ymer ization and unb 1 oc k i ng scheme for the
preparation of semi -te 1 echelic poly( d i me thy 1 si 1 o xane
)
utilizing the new b 1 oc ked am i ne func t i ona 1 anionic
initiator. The living pol ymer ization is commenced >
ter mi nated with chlorotri methy 1 s i 1 ane , and the ami ne
functionality is unblocked to form the desired material.
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reaction, the addition of D3 to the initiator solution
does not cause the or ange/r ed color of the r eac t i on
medium to change- Only upon the addition of HMPA does
the initiator color vanish and the polymerization
commence. Using this method several polymers of
theoretical mo 1 ecu 1 ar we igh ts of up to 6000 were prepared
with mo lecu 1 ar we ight distribut i ons of 1.07 to 1. 25
.
Under no c i rc urns t ances were 1 ower mo 1 ecul ar we i gh
t
oligimers or bimodal distributions encountered as warned
by Cameron.
The end-b locked poly(di me thy 1 s i loxane ) s can be
unblocked easily by treatment with dilute aqueous
hydrochloric acid as shown in Figure 3.3. Th i s
unblocking reaction is easily followed by observing the
change in the i nfrared spec t r a as shown in Figures 3.4-
and 3.5. In addition to the expected peaks from the
siloxane polymer at 2960? 1260? 1000-1100, and 800
cm""
1
, and the peaks from the phenyl fragment of the
initiator at 1 500 and 1 600 cm" 1 , one can easily see that
in the blocked polymer spectrum no N-H absorption at 3350
and 3^*50 cm"' can be observed . However , the si 1 icon-
nitrogen bond at 931 cm""* can be seen easily. In the
unblocked pol ymer spec t rum the 931 cm" 1 peak totally
vanishes while the 3350 and 3^50 cm" 1 peaks indicative of
free pr i mar y am i ne appear . Unb locking of the end-
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Figure 3.*f
The i nfrared spec trum of a blocked poly(di me thy 1 s i 1 o xane
)
film. The typical absorption peaks for the silo xane at
2960, 1260, 1000-1100, and S00 cm" 1 are present along
with the phenyl peaks from the block ed initiator at 1 500
and 1600 cm' 7
- It is important to notice that there are
no peaks from the free pr i mar y ami ne and that there is a
distinct peak at 931 cm"* * indicating the presence of the
si 1 icon-ni trogen bond of the blocking group -
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Figure^ 3-5
The infrared spectrum of an unblocked
poly(dimethylsi 1 oxane ) film- The typical absorption
peaks for the siloxane at 2960, 1260, 1000-1100, and 800
cm" 1 are present along with pheny 1 peaks from the
initiator at 1500 and 1600 cm" 1 - It is important to
notice that the free pr imary amine peaks at 3350 and 34-50
cm" 1 are distinctly present, while the 931 cm" 1 peak from
the silicon-nitrogen bond of the blocking group is no
longer present.
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function of the siloxane polymers does not degrade the
polymer as can be seen in Figure 3.6 showing gel
permeation chromatography results of the blocked and
unb 1 oc ked po 1 ymer
-
Tab 1 e 3 . E shows the r esul t s of the synthesi s of end
-reactive po 1 y ( d imethy 1 s i lo xane ) materials. As can
readily be seen, the resul ts show that low
po lyd ispersi ty , controlled molecular weight
poly(dimethylsi loxane )s of theoretical func t ional i t ies
can be prepared by the methods discussed in this chapter.
The preparat ion of " telechel ic star
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane )s utilizing this method will be
d i scussed in the next chap ter
.
Th is work has sever a 1 significant implicat ions . Due
to the favor able solubility characteristics of this new
b 1 oc ked ami ne func t i ona 1 anionic initiator, the
possibility of preparing ami ne telechelic high 1 , <4- and
high cis-1 > 4 linear and star type polydienes now seems
reasonable. Additionally, it should be possible to
prepare hexane soluble blacked hydroxyl functional
anioni c initiators by reacting silylated p_-
hydroxyl styrene with alkyllithiums. Furthermore,
utilization of this work should assist in the expanding
efforts of many groups to prepare increasingly well
defined polymeric materials.
Figure 3.6
Gel permeation chromatography traces from a blocked and
then unblocked poly(di methy 1 s i loxane ) prepared with the
new b loc ked am i ne functional anionic initiator- It is
c 1 ear 1 y shown that no degradation of the parent? blocked
po 1 ymer i s obser vab 1 e - Add i t iona 1 1 y > the resulting
po 1 ymer s show a un i modal distribution? low
po 1 yd i sper s i ty > and no ev idence for the format ion of
1 ower mo 1 ecu 1 ar we ight oligi mer s
.
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Table 3.2
This table shows the complete results of the
polymerization of D3 by the new blocked amine functional
anionic initiator. The semi-telechel ic and telechelic
polymers formed are of low po 1 yd i sper s i ty , controlled
molecular weight, and near theoretical functionalities.
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SUMMARY OF TELECHELIC SILOXANES
* # + >
Polymer MnJ_ theg^. Mn^found2 EyD£Jiona l^ty Mw/Mn
II 6000 0.97 1.26
III 780 0.9<^ 1.14
IV 1500 1600 + 200 1.9 + 0.3 1.32
* Theoretical Mn based on ( Monomer /(Initiator)x( Monomer
MW)
o#Mn found via vapor phase osmommetr y > chloroform 5) 37 C
.
+Func tionality found via infrared spectroscopy of 1 600
cm phenyl ring vibration comb i ned with Mn da ta
.
>Mw/Mn based on polystyrene calibrated GPC in THF with no
correction for broadening.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TELECHELIC STAR POLYMERS OF HIGHLY-DEFINED STRUCTURE
K INIRQDLJCIION
A considerab le body of work exists in the literature
descr ibing the preparation of increasing ly wel 1 -defined
po 1 ymer s . I nc luded in this body have been reports about
advances in the synthesis of both end-reactive and star-
type po 1 ymer s . More recent work has comb i ned these two
areas of advancement such that ways now exist to prepare
highly-defined, end-reactive star polymers (1-10). These
telechelic star po lymers have been prepared by the
initiator-transfer methods pioneered by Kennedy ( 1-8)
>
via multifunctional delocalized anionic initiators
f o 1 lowed by func t ional termination (9), and by the method
of block ed func t iona 1 ani on ic initiators with
mul t ifunc t ional terminat ion ( 10 ) -
The above ment i oned preparative methods all have
their advantages and disadvantages with regard to their
po tent ial to prepare highl y-def i ned telechelic star
polymers- The "inifer" method of Kennedy has succeeded
in the preparation of quantitatively functional three
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armed stars via cationic pol ymer i zat i on . However , this
method is limited with regard to the types of monomers
avai lable for use , does not r esul t in polymers of low
po lyd ispersi ty j and has never been ut i 1 i zed to prepare
star po lymer s of more than three arms . The recent method
of mul t i func t ional delocalized anion i c initiators can
r esu It in the preparation of star pol ymers of low
polydispersity from po tent i a 1 1 y many monomers ? however
,
this method has never been used to prepare star po lymer
s
of more than three arms ( 10)
-
The b locked func tional anionic initiator method
pioneered by Schulz offers the most advantages with the
fewest d i sadvantages - Si nee this method i nvo 1 ves the use
of anionic "living" pol ymer ization? the resu 1 1 i ng star
polymers have controlled molecular weight and low
polydispersity (10). Additionally? si nee these star
polymers are prepared by multifunctional termination of
living polymer chain ends? the arm number of the
resu lting star pol ymers can be readily controlled as
shown in the work of Fet ter s (11). Add i t iona 1 1 y 5 this
method can potentially employ the many monomers available
for use in anionic living pol ymer ization. The
disadvantage of this method lies in the lack of
solubility of available blocked functional anionic
initiators in nonpo 1 ar . so 1 vents as described in the
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prev ious chapters of this thesi s - This limited
solubility of ava i 1 ab le b loc ked funct i ona 1 anionic
initiators r esu Its in limitat ions of this method in the
preparation of si 1 oxane po 1 ymer s , and controlled
microstructure diene polymers-
Chapter three descr i bed the synthesis and use of a
new block ed ami ne functional anionic initiator that was
soluble in nonpolar solvents. This new initiator extends
the method of Schulz for the preparation of telechelic
star polymers of controlled molecular weighty low
polydispersity, controlled arm number , and quant i tat i ve
end-reactivity. This chapter will describe the
preparation of highl y-def i ned telechelic star pol ymer s of
po ly ( d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane ) us i ng the new initiator described
i n Chap ter Three
.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Mater j. a l^sj_ g-N , N-B is ( trimethylsilyl) ami nostyrene
was prepared as described in chapter three, distilled
from calcium hydride? and stored in a refrigerator under
argon prior to use . Chlorotri methy 1 s i 1 ane
>
dichlorodimethylsi lane, and tetrachlorosi lane were
obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co . and were distilled
and titrated prior to use. sec-Buty 1 1 i th i urn was received
from Aldrich Chemical Co. and titrated prior to use as
descr i bed in Chap ter Three . Three Angstrom Mo 1 ecu 1 ar
Si eves were prepared as in Chapter Three . Iono 1
.
d ipheny lacetic acid* and D3 were prepared as described in
Chapter Three.
Hexane> cyclohexane, hexamethy 1 phosphor am i de ( HMPA )
?
and benzene were ob ta i ned and purified as described in
Chap ter Three -
Star Po l.^i.dimethyisi. iQxanelj. In a c lean > dry > argon
flushed round-bottom flask was generated 0-00093 moles of
the b 1 ocked ami ne func t i ona 1 an ionic initiator as
described in Chapter Three. To this was then added 3.91
ml_ (2.0 grams) of the D3 solution fol lowed by 0.60 mL of
HMPA. After 2.5 hours of propagation at room
temperature , one mL of the reac tion mixture was removed
and terminated by ch loro tr i methy 1 si 1 ane for use in gel
permeation chromatography > and then to the reaction
mixture was added 0.23 mL (0.00024- mo 1 ) of
tetrachlorosi lane solution. After al lowing termination
to proceed for two days at room temperature > an i nf r ar ed
spectrum of the blocked polymer was recorded. The
polymer was then unblocked as described in Chapter Three
and finally transferred to a separatory funnel where the
po lymer was neutral ized and washed with dilute aqueous
sodium hydroxide and distilled water. After insuring
that the pol ymer was ful ly unb loc ked by t ak ing another
infrared spec trum , the solution was f i 1 ter ed into a
round -bo t torn f 1 ask , the so 1 vent was removed by rotary
evaporation? and the polymer was then dried under vacuum
o(0.05 mm Hg ) for twenty hours at 65 C. A total of 2.08
grams of oily polymer was prepared (essentially
quantitative yield), and the polymer was then
character i zed by gel per meat ion chromatography > vapor
phase osmommetr y > and i nf r ar ed spectroscopy as described
bel ow
.
Measurements.: Infrared spectroscopy, gel permeation
chromatography
,
vapor phase osmommetr y , and appropriate
t i tr at i ons were performed as described in Chap ter Three
.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chapter Three of this thesis showed how the new
b 1 ocked am i ne functional anionic initiator could be
generated and used to prepare telechel ic
po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 s i 1 o xane )s of controlled molecular we i gh
1
9
low polydi sper s i ty > and theoret ica 1 end-r eac t i v i t i es
.
Th i s chap ter ex tends this work to the preparation of
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equa 1 1 y wel 1 -def i ned telechelic star -type pol ymers
-
The method of preparation of star po 1 ymers via
1 i ving anionic po 1 ymer ization fol 1 owed by mul t i func t i ona
1
term i nat i on with chlorosil anes has been shown to be an
effee t i ve one (11-15). This method has been shown to
g i ve wel 1 -def i ned po 1 ymers of controlled arm number up to
eighteen arms (11).
The star pol ymers prepared in this report were
char acter i zed by gel permeat ion chromatography ( GPC ) ,
vapor phase osmommetry , and quant i tat i ve i nf r ared
spectroscopy. Figure 4-.1 shows the gel permeat ion
chromatography r esul ts of the coupling reactions of the
living poly(di methy 1 s i 1 oxane ) pol ymer s with chlorosil anes
to prepare "one" , "two" , and four armed pol ymer i c
species. As can be seen? the coupling reaction results
in the format ion of higher molecular we i gh t pol ymer
cleanly, without broadening of the GPC peaks or any
formation of multimodal distributions. An experiment was
performed where a non-sto ich i ometr i c amount of
tetrachlorosi lane was added to the living polymer ends,
and, as Figure ^.E shows, the gel permeation
chromatography results showed both significant broadening
and asymmetry of the resulting GPC peak.
Table . 1 shows a summary of the results of the
star-type pol ymers prepared in this work. Clearly, the
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Figure ^.1
Gel Per meat ion Chromatography Resul ts for the
po 1 ymer ization of D3 by the new b 1 oc ked ami ne funct i ona
1
anionic initiator terminated with three different
ch lorosi 1 anes . As one terminates with stoichiometric
amounts of the mono? di> and tetra chlorosil ane 5 one sees
the resulting polymer moving to lower elution volumes-.
Lower elution vol umes indicate higher molecular we i gh t ,
and the resulting uni modal distr i but i ons comb i ned with
maintenance of a narrow peak support the conclusion that
quantitati ve coupling has taken place.
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Figure A-.S
Gel permeation chromatography traces of p recoup 1 ed and
improperly coupled (0-8 eq . of tetrachlorosil ane
)
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i 1 oxane ) s . Coupling of the living polymer
with a nonstoich i ometr ic amount of the coupling agent
results in a broadened and asymmetr ic GPC peak -
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Table *t.l
A Summary of the telechelic linear and star polymers
prepared via initiation with the new functional initiator
and termination by chlorosi lanes. Clearly, this method
does result in the preparation of low po 1 yd i sper s i ty
,
controlled molecular weight, and theoretically end-
functional poly (dimethyl si loxane)s.
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SUMMARY OF TELECHELIC SILOXANE SYNTHESIS
Po l^mer Mn i.theg2 Mn i£oynd2 EyO££i9.D§ii£Y. Mw/Mn
L-I
L-II
ST-I
ST- 1
1
ST-III
ST-IV
ST-V
1500
1700
3200
5100
9000
16,000
24,000
1600 + 200
2100 + 100
2600 + 200
3900 + 500
6190 + 1100
1.9 + 0.3
2.0 + 0.2
4. 1 + 0.3
3.7 + 0.4
3.7 + 0.5
17,000 + 2000 4.1 + 0.4
24,000 + 2000 4.3 + 0.5
1 .32
1 .13
1 .32
1 .20
1 .31
1 .32
1 .27
* Theoretical Mn based on C (Monomer/ ( Initiator ) lx (Monomer
MW)
o
#Mn found via vapor phase osmommetr y ? chloroform a) 37 C.
Polymers ST- IV and ST-V Mn based on GPC extrapolation.
+Functional i ty determined via infrared spectroscopy of
1600 cm* 1 pheny 1 ring vibration combi ned with Mn data.
>Mw/Mn based on polystyrene calibrated GPC in THF wi th no
correction for broadening.
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polymers formed are of low po lyd i sper s i ty , controlled
mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh t , and near theoretical func tional ity.
Al though only 1 i near and four -arm star telechelic
po 1 ymer s were prepared > this method of synthes is of
telechel ic stars is c lear ly a general one wh ich could
ach i eve star po 1 ymer s of various arm number as we 11 as
utilize other types of monomers
.
This work has significant implications for the
preparation of highl y-def i ned po lymer struc tur es . First,
th is work represents the first preparation of wel 1-
def i ned star-poly<di me thy 1 si 1 o xane ) s . Second > due to the
favorable solubility properties of the new initiator
employed? the possibility of preparing well-defined high
1 ? 4- and high 1 ,4-cis pol yd i enes now exists- Fi na 1 1 y >
these new pol ymer s open up the poss ibility of preparing
well-defined model networks and novel star-block
copo 1 ymer s for new stud i es and uses
.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTER I ZAT I ON OF THERMOTROP I
C
RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
I - INIRODLJCTIQN
The field of thermotropic liquid crystal 1 ine
polymers has developed primarily along the paths of main
chain (1-6) and side chain polymers (7-12). These
po lymer s have genera 1 1 y been prepared by reacting low
molecular we i gh t * end-func tional ther mo tropic mesogens
wi th end-r eac t i ve flexible spacers to resu It in the
appropriate topology. A number of variables have been
exercised in these studies including type and length of
the flexible spacer? axial ratio and regularity of the
mesogen > and the type of backbone in side chain pol ymer s
.
More recent wor k has r epor ted the preparation of
thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers with mesogenic
units in both the side and main chains (13). Other work
has reported the termination of ol ig imer i c end-func t i ona
1
polyglycols with ar omat ic diester and diacid mesogen i c
units (1^). Both of these works have resulted in novel
liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s
.
This chapter will report the synthesis of the first
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star-block ther mo tropic liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymers
.
These star-block copolymers, see Figure 5- 1 , are
compr i sed of a four -arm po ly < d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane ) star core
at the ex trem ities of which are at t ached am ide/ester
mesogenic units. Although only four-armed stars have
been prepared in this study? the synthesi s of the
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i loxane ) star core has been shown to be of
suff ic ient general i ty such that the arm number could be
readily vari ed up to e igh teen using known methods (15).
In this chapter, the prep ar at ion of sever a 1 four arm
star-block materials and one linear-block material of low
polydispersity is reported. These mater ials are also
characterized as to their general polymer and liquid
crystal 1 ine properties.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Mater ial.si The telechelic poly(dimethylsi loxane)
intermediates were prepared in previously reported work
( 15) . Table 5. 1 shows the pertinent properties of these
intermediates. g-Hydro xybenzo i c acid was obtained from
Aldrich Chemical Co., recrystal 1 i zed twice from methanol,
dr ied exhaust ivel y under vacuum , and stored under argon
prior to use. p_-Anisoyl chloride was obtained from
Aldrich Chemical Co., vacuum distilled, and stored under
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Figure 5 - 1
A schematic of a thermotropic rigid rod star-block
copo 1 ymer - Th i s new class of liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer s
is comprised of a flexible star -core at the ex tr em i t i es
of which are at t ached the thermo trop i c mesogens
-
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Y>^A THERMOTROPIC
MESOGEN
FLEXIBLE
BLOCK
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Table 5.1
The pertinent data concerning the previously reported
<15) telechelic po 1 y ( d imethy 1 s i lo xane ) intermediates.
These well-defined telechelic flexible star-cores were
the substrates to which the thermotropic mesogens were
attached
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SUMMARY OF TELECHELIC SILOXANES
* # + >
P2lyQ]§L Mn ithegl Mn ifgyndl EyD£ t ignaiity Mw/Mn
L-I
ST-I
ST- 1
1
ST-I I I
ST-IV
ST-V
1500
3200
5100
9000
16,000
2^,000
1600 + 200
2600 + 200
3900 + 500
1-9 + 0.3
^. 1 + 0.3
3.7 + 0.4-
6190 + 1 100 3.7 + 0.5
17,000 + 2000 ^. 1 + 0.<f
2^,000 + 2000 ^. 3 + 0.5
1 .32
1 .32
1 .20
1 .31
1 .32
1 .27
* Theoretical Mn based on [ (Monomer / ( Initiator ) ]x(Monoaier
MW) .
o#Mn found via vapor phase osmommetry, chloroform S) 37 C.
Polymers ST-IV and ST-V Mn based on GPC extrapolation.
+Func t i ona 1 i ty found via infrared spectroscopy of 1600
cm*"' phenyl ring vibration combined with Mn data.
>Mw/Mn based on polystyrene calibrated GPC in THF with no
correction for broaden i ng
.
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argon prior to use. 4-Butylani 1 ine was obtained form
Aldrich Chemical Co., vacuum distilled into activated
three Angstrom mo lecular sieves , and stored away from
light under argon prior to use
.
Thionyl chloride was obtained from Aldrich Chemical
Co. and used as received. Benzene was purified as
previously reported (16). Pyridine was obtained from
Fisher Scientific, distilled from calcium hydride into
activated 3 Angstrom Molecular Sieves, and stored under
argon prior to use. Chloroform (Spectroscopic grade) was
obtained from Fisher Scientific and used as received.
ELgB§L§iiQD 2f ftziftlzlDeibo^yblDzoMloiyibenzoic ac^d^ This
thermotropic liquid crystalline mesogen was prepared
by a method similar to that of Young ( 17) . This
compound , once prepared , was not rigorously purified,
just recr yst a 1 1 i zed from a su i tab le so 1 vent to a m
.
p . of
EE 1 C as comp ar ed to a r epor ted va 1 ue of SE3 C ( IS)
.
Upon me lting this compound entered a nemat ic liquid
crystalline phase which persisted until the onset of
degradation.
ELlB§£^ti°D °f ^zi^lrQ)®ib22<yfe®DZQy.Ioxy.2benzgyi chl.gr idej.
Th i s compound was prepared from the above descr i bed ac id
using thionyl chloride as reported by Young ( 17) . The
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acid chloride was prepared and used without further
purification.
PEee*£§£i°D °f ^zi^lzQ}eiho>l^benzgy lgxy^zftZDZ
bytyIbenzamide: Into an argon filled, clean, dry 250 mL
round bottom flask containing 0.0041 moles of 4-<4»-
methoxybenzoy 1 )benzoyl chloride was added 35 mt_ of
pyridine and 2 mt_ (0.0127 mol ) of 4-butylani 1 ine. The
reaction proceeded under argon for 21 hours at 65°C at
which point 80 mL of distilled water was added to yield
much white precipitate. The precipitate was gathered by
filtration? and the product was then d i sso 1 ved in 400 mL
of boiling acetone , and finally precipitated by addition
to distill ed water. Co 11 ec ted by filtration, the
product was purified by column chromatography, and was
f i na 1 1 y recrysta 1 1 i zed sever a 1 t imes until pure to thin
1 ayer chromatography. The product ac qui red at 45% yield
o
was a white microcrystal 1 ine solid which melted at 213 C
by d i ffer ent i a 1 scann ing calori me try ( DSC ) to form an
apparent ly nema t ic liquid crystalli ne phase wh ich
per s i sted until the onset of degradation.
5L®B^E§ii.2D Qf Bz^zbutyiBhenyIz^IzlDi§§Q!i^52 Into an
argon filled, clean, dry 250 mL round bottom flask was
added 40 mL of pyridine, 5 mL CO. 0377 mol) of 4-
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butyl an i 1 ine , and 2 ml_ (0.014-8 mo 1 ) of p_-anisoy 1 -
chloride. The reaction proceeded with stirring under
o
argon for 18 hours at 75 C at which time the reaction was
terminated by the add ition of distilled water which
resul ted in the precipitation of much white product- The
product was collected by filtration, washed thoroughly
with distill ed water to remove the excess unr eac ted 4-
butylani 1 ine ? and then recrystal 1 i zed to yield 4.0 g
(96% yield) of white crystalline product. The product
was pure to thin layer chromatography ( TLC ) and had a
melting point of 144.0 -144. 5°C (19). The yield was
considerably higher than that previously reported (19).
Er.€Qarat.iQn of a four-arm star thermgtr gp_ i_c r_.ig.id rod
star-b l_gc k cgp_g_l ymer j_ Into an argon filled? clean, dry
S50 ml_ round bottom flask containing 0.01 84 moles of 4-
( 4 ' -met ho xybenzoy loxy)benzoyl chloride was added 20 ml_ of
pyridine. After heating to 65°C in an oil bath, 14 ml_ of
a benzene solution containing 2 . 98 grams of ST-V (see
Table 5.1) telechelic poly( d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane ) was added
with vigorous stirring. The reaction proceeded under
argon for 45 hours at 65 °C at wh ich t ime 10 ml_ of
distilled water was added to insure total precipitation
of the copol ymer product. The precipitate was collected
by filtration, the product was taken up in 100 mL of
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boiling tetrahydrofuran (THF), filtered to remove the
excess ac id » and then condensed by removing the so 1 vent
via rotary evaporation. The resulting material was then
dissolved into THF and reprecipitated into methanol
several times to yield 2.92 grams ( 93% yield) of a
rubbery so lid- The copo lymer was then char ac ter i zed by
qualitative and quantitative infrared spectroscopy, gel
permeat ion chromatography? di ffer ent i a 1 scann i ng
ca lor imetr y , therma 1 gr av imetr ic ana lysis, and optical
o
microscopy. This copo lymer was found to mel t at 201 C
into a liquid crystall ine phase which persisted to at
o
1 east 300 C above which optical microscopy was not
performed
.
Measurements^. Qua 1 i tat i ve and quant i tat i ve i nf r ar ed
spec troscopy were performed on a Perk i n-E 1 mer 1 <+20
spectrometer . The quantitati ve infrared spec troscopy was
performed in spectroscopic grade chloroform and measured
the extent of amidation of the amine telechelic
polyCdimethylsi loxane ) s based on a Beer ' s law plot of the
mode 1 compound g-N-buty lpheny
1
—h ? -an i sam ide
.
Bel per meat ion chromatography was performed on a
Waters chroma tograph with tetrahydrofuran as the so 1 vent
.
The gel permeation chromatogr aph was standardized with
polystyrene standards- Optical microscopy was performed
by placing a sample mounted between cover slips onto a
Ill
hot stage between crossed polarizers. Low temperature
differential scanning calorimetry ( DSC) was performed on
a Perkin-Elmer DSC-II equipped with a nitrogen filled
hood. Higher temperature DSC was performed on a Perkin-
Elmer DSC- IV
-
Thermal gr av imetr i c ana lysis was performed
on a Perk in-Elmer TGS-I I
.
111*. RESUUIS AND DISCUSSION
The thermotropic rigid rod star -block copol ymer
s
were prepared from the previous 1 y reported i we 1 1 -def i ned
po ly ( d i methy lsi loxane ) telechelic 1 inear and star-
polymers shown in Table 5- 1 . The synthesis, shown in
Figure 5.2? simply i nvo 1 ved the react ion of the pendant
aroma t ic ami nes of the telechelic poly( d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane )
s
with the acid chloride shown. F igures 5 . 3 and 5 . ^ show
the infrared spectra of a telechelic
po 1 y < d i me thy 1 s i 1 o xane ) and a final copol ymer produc t
.
The spec tr urn shown in Figure 5.4- is ful 1 y cons i stent with
the complete amidation of the telechelic
poly (dimethylsi loxane) . Quantitative infrared
spectroscopy indicated that the amidation reaction
proceeded to at least 95% completion for the reactions of
the one linear and five star block copolymers reported in
this work. This was expected due to the highly favorable
Figure 5-2
This figure shows the synthesis of the thermotropic rig
rod 1 inear and star-block copol ymer s d i scussed in this
work. As can be seen , the f i na 1 copo lymers are simply
prepared by reaction of the telechelic si loxane
intermed iates with the acid chloride shown to attach th
ester /amide rigid uni t to the extremi t ies of the
copo 1 ymer s
.
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THERMOTROPIC RIGID ROD
STAR -BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Synthesis
PDMS STAR
O
ch3o-<Q-c-o-Q-coci
>95°/« Pyridine
ft ft
O-N-5-Q-O-C-O-O-CH
H
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Figure 5.3
The i nfrared spec trum of a telechelic
po 1 y < d i methy 1 si loxane ) i n termed i ate . The bands typical
of si lo xanes can be seen in addition to the pheny 1 and
primary amine absorp t ions due to the attached aroma t ic
am i ne func tion at the si loxane 7 s ex trem i t ies
.
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Figure 5.*f
The infrared spectrum of L-T-I , a final thermotropic
rigid rod block copol ymer - Compared to Figure 5-3? one
can easily observe the formation of strong secondary
am i ne and strong amide carbonyl absorptions at 3350 and
1650 cm"' respec t i vel y . Quant itative infrared
spectroscopy based on the ami de carbonyl absorption
indicated that the extent of amidat ion of the si loxane
suppor ts was virtually quant i tat i ve
-
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reactivity of the am i ne with acid chlorides.
Quantitative infrared analysis was possible using q—N—
butylphenyl-^'-anisamide as the model compound due to the
lack of other bands in the amide carbonyl region of the
spec tr a of these mater i al s
.
All six of the copol ymer s prepared in this work
were so lids ranging from waxy to rubbery materials as the
1 eng th of the flexible poly< d i me thy 1 s i lo xane ) spacer
increased. Gel permeation chromatography? see Figure
5 . 5 , i nd icated that the prepar at ion of the copol ymer s did
not degrade the siloxane substrates- Similarly, Table
5-2 shows that the low pol yd ispersity of the si 1 o xane
substrates was maintained in the final copolymers.
Al though the attachment of the mesogenic unit could
arguably alter the hydrodynamic proper t ies of these
copolymers, the gel permeation chromatography data still
supports strong 1 y our proposed structure for the final
copo lymers
-
As expected, all of the copolymers showed clear
evidence for phase separat ion of the si lo xane segments
from the rigid units. Figure 5.6 shows a low temperature
DSC scan typical of all of the mater ials except the two
lowest molecular weight star-block copolymers. These two
materials, Star-1 and Star-2, failed to show
crystallinity of the si loxane uni ts under the conditions
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Figure 5-5
Gel per meat ion chroma tographs showing a
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i loxane ) intermed i ate and the block
copolymer formed from it. Clearly? the format ion of the
copo 1 ymer did not result in degradation of the si lo xane
substrate, and the final copolymer maintained the same
low polydispersity of the sil o xane i nter med i ate
.
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Table 5.2
A summary of the molecular weight distributions of the
poly(dimethylsiloxane) intermediates and their
corresponding copolymer products. The minor variations
in the before and after products could be due to
irregular broadening of the gel permeation chromatogr aph
as well as the fact that the Mw/Mn values were calculated
based on polystyrene standards. Nonetheless, the values
are similar indicating both intermediates and copolymer
products to be of low po 1 yd i sper s i ty
.
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MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE
POLY < D I METHYLS I LOXANE ) INTERMEDIATES AND THEIR
CORRESPONDING COPOLYMER PRODUCTS
CI C V TDI CT ADM 1 CMPTLI Mw/Mn
Li near- 1 -S 800 1 .32
Li near- 1 -C 1 . IB
Star-l-S 650 1 .32
Star-l-C 1 .24
Star-2-S 975 1 .20
Star-2-C 1 .25
Star-3-S 1550 1 .31
Star-3-C 1 .31
Star-4-S 4250 1 .32
Star~4-C 1 . 15
Star-5-S 6000 1 .27
Star-5-C 1 .40
* The S and C suffixes on the samp 1 e des i gnat i ons stand
for the telechelic si loxane and final copo lymer
respect i vely
.
# The molecular weight distributions were found through
gel permeation chromatography in tetr ahydrofur an based on
po 1 ystyr ene standards. The calculated figures were not
corrected for broaden i ng , and i n no cases were other than
unimodal distributions found.
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Figure 5-6
A low temperature DSC thermogram of a block copol ymer
product. A low temperature g lass trans i tion typical of
si lo xanes is clearly visible along with cold
crystallization and mel ting of the sil o xane segment of
the copolymer-
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of the exper i merit , however , all six of the copol ymer s
did show a low temperature g 1 ass transi tion typical for
po 1 y < d i methy 1 s i loxane ) s as can be seen in Table 5.3.
Also included in Table 5.3 are the glass transition
temperatures of two of the poly<dimethylsi loxane
)
telechelic stars. The similarity of the glass transition
temperatures of the si 1 oxane segments of the copol ymer
s
observed under ident ical experi menta 1 conditions to those
of the telechelic siloxanes indicates a high degree of
phase separ at ion of the si lo xane blocks in the final
copo lymer products
.
As ment ioned above , all copol ymer s , with the
exception of the two lowest mo 1 ecu 1 ar wei gh t star shaped
mater i a 1 s » showed cold crystallization and me 1 1 i ng of
their si loxane segments . The occurrence of
cr ysta 1 lintity of the si lo xane segment in the low
mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh t 1 i near block copol ymer > suggests that
the star topology inhibits crystallinity when the
flexible arms are too short. Figure 5.7 shows a graph of
the enthalpy of mel ting of the si loxane segment of the
star -b lock copo lymers versus the si loxane arm length
normalized for the amount of si lo xane in the copol ymer s
.
Clearly, as tabulated in Table 5.^t, as the si loxane arm
length increases, the extent to which crystallinity of
the si loxane segment occurs likewise increases. Further
,
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Table 5.3
The glass transition temperatures of the siloxane
segments of the product copolymers. Comparing the glass
transition temperatures of the copolymers to the glass
transition temperatures of the two telechelic siloxanes
indicates that the the siloxane segment of the copolymers
is distinctly phase separated from the rigid segment.
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GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURES
OF SILOXANE SEGMENT OF COPOLYMERS
POLYMER Mn/arm Tg 1°C2
L-T-I SOO -118.5
ST-T-I 650 -117.4
ST-T-II 975 -120.7
ST-T-I I I 1550 -119.5
ST-T-IV 4350 -119.6
ST-T-V 6000 -120.5
ST-I* 650 -115.2
ST-IV* 4250 -119.3
* Signifies that these po 1 ymer samp les are unreac ted
telechelic si loxane ami nes 5 no t copo 1 ymer s
.
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Figure 5.7
A graph of the enthalpy of mel ting of the si loxane
segment of the star-block copolymers versus the siloxane
arm lengths normalized for the siloxane content- As the
arm leng th i ncr eases , the ability of the siloxane segment
to crystallize under the identical conditions of this DSC
ex per iment increases.
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Table 5-4
The mel t ing temperatures and entha lp i es of mel t i ng of the
s i lo xane segment of the block copol ymers - With
increasing arm length, the ability of the si loxane
segments to crystallize increases under the identical
conditions of this DSC exper imen t
-
MELTING TEMPERATURES AND ENTHALPIES OF MELTING
OF THE SILOXANE SEGMENT OF THE THERMOTROP I
C
BLOCK COPOLYMERS
E°iy!D©El Mn/arm Tmax i° C)_* Entha leal /g
L-T-I 800 -39.5 0.55
ST-T-I 650 none
ST-T-I I 975 none
ST—T- 1 I I 1550 -47. 1 3.53
ST-T-IV 4250 -42. 1 3.93
ST-T-V 6000 -37.9 5. 14
ST-I# 650 none
ST-IV# 4850 -38.3 6.67
* All runs performed on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-II at a
qheating rate of 80°C/mi n on samp 1 es quenched to - 1 50 C
from 50 °C at a cooling rate of 320°C/min . Tmax is the
max i mum temperature of the peak of the melting endo therm
# These polymers are telechelic amine siloxanes; they ar
not ther mo tropic copol ymer s
.
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as shown in Figure 5-8, the temperature at the maximum of
the me 1 1 i ng endo therm also mirrors the trend of siloxane
arm length in the star -block copolymers- A si mi lar trend
will be shown later for the melting of the rigid units in
the star -block copolymers.
Prior to doing higher temperature DSC, scanning
thermal gravimetr ic analysis ( TGA ) was performed to
i nsur e that high temperature end o therms were no t the
r esul t of deg r ad at ion. Table 5.5 gi ves the r esul ts of
the TGA ana lysis of the six copol ymer s as we 11 as two of
the telechelic po ly < d imethy 1 s i 1 oxane ) s . As expected, all
of these materials showed good res i stance to thermal
degradation. It also appears that the thermal stability
of the copo lymers increases wi th increased length of the
po 1 y < d imethy 1 si 1 o xane ) flexible arms
.
The liquid crystal 1 ini ty of the copolymers was
explored by. DSC and optical microscopy. Prior to
preparing the copolymers, a suitable model compound for
the rigid segment had to be prepared so that the final
copolymer would qualify as a thermotropic rigid rod star-
block copol ymer . The model compound, h— ( A- ' —
methoxybenzoy loxy ) -^-n-butylbenzamide , was prepared to
duplicate the ester /amide rigid unit that would be at the
extremities of the copolymer chains. The model
ester /amide was shown by optical mixing studies to go
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Figure 5.8
A graph of the temperature of the max i mum of the me 1 1 i ng
end o therms versus the flexible arm lengths for the
si lo xane segment of the star -block copol ymer s . As the
arm lengths increase? the temperature of the maximum of
the mel t i ng endo therms 1 i kew i se i ncrease
.
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Table 5-5
Thermal gravimetric analysis of the block copo lymers.
The expected thermal stablility of these mostly siloxane
copolymers was achieved.
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THERMAL GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS QF THE
THERMOTROP I C BLOCK COPOLYMERS
>
Polymer 5% wt^ lqss(°C) Max. Degrade+(°(^)
#ST-I-oi
1
343 455
#ST-IV-oi
1
421 462
~L-I 350 433
^ST-I 318 414
ST-T-II 451 456
ST-T-III 482 486
ST-T-IV 489 510
ST-T-V 477 505
* All runs performed on a Perkin—Elmer TGS—2 at a heating
rate of 20 C/min in a Hel ium atmosphere
.
+ Max. Degrad. is that temperature at which maximum
degradation is observed from the der i vat i ve of the wei gh t
loss carve.
* These po 1 ymer s are telechelic siloxanes, not
ther mo tropic copol ymer s
.
* Performed at 10°C/min.
> The S and L designation for the copolymer samples
indicates a star and linear shape respectively.
into a nemat ic liquid crystalli ne phase upon heating
o
above its 213 C mel ting point- Figure 5.9 shows a
photomicrograph of the mesophase of this ester /amide
heated between cross polars; the mesophase per s i sted
unt i 1 degradat ion.
Figure 5. 10 shows a sample DSC scan and Table 5.6
t abul ates the r esu Its of the high temperature DSC stud i es
of the six copol ymer s . A trans i t ion c lose 1 y r esemb 1 i ng a
g lass transi t ion was apparent in all six of the
copolymers prior to their melting endotherms. DSC
exper iments indicated that this apparent glass trans i t i on
persisted on success i ve heatings as we 11 as on success i ve
heat ings following quick coolings from the mel t
.
However ? there r ema i ns some quest ion as to whether this
change in slope is truly a glass transition. Further
study will be necessary to establish this point
def i n i t i vel y
-
Figure 5.11 shows a graph of the temperature of the
max i mum of the me 1 1 i ng endo therm versus the
po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 s i loxane ) arm length for the mel ting of the
rigid unit of the star-block copolymers. Clearly, as the
arm 1 eng th of the si 1 oxane i ncreases , the mel t i ng
temperature of the mesogen ic unit asymptotically
approaches that of the ester/ am ide model compound. As do
the data on the melting of the siloxane units of the
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Figure 5-9
A photomicrograph of the nemat i c mesophase between
crossed polarizers of the model compound, ^-<4 7 -
methoxybenzoy 1 oxy ) -4-n-buty 1 benzamide - The liquid
crystal 1 ine phase persists to the onset of degradat ion -
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Figure 5-10
A DSC thermogram of a thermotropic block copolymer. Note
the very low enthalpy of the melting transition for this
copo 1 ymer . Although not prominent on this scan , all of
the copo lymer s do show an apparent glass trans i tion below
the i r mel t ing endo therms -
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Table 5.6
High temperature DSC resul ts from the studies of the
block copolymers in this work- All of these copolymers
exhibited a wide liquid crystal 1 ine mesophase above their
respect i ve mel ting points- The entha lp i es of mel t i ng
reported in this table are on a per gram po 1 ymer basis -
These low entha lpy values contain consider ab 1 e error» and
shoul d be viewed only in a very rel at i ve sense
.
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GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURES, MAXIMUM MELTING
TEMPERATURES, AND ENTHALPY OF MELTING TRANSITIONS
OF RIGID SEGMENT OF COPOLYMERS*
Pgl_ymers ttQryst* IS Imax Entha l.gy <
L-T-I
ST-T-I
ST-T-I
I
ST-T-I I I
ST-T-IV
ST-T-v1
800
650
975
1550
^250
6000
33
38
29
El
9
6
77.5
68.3
5^+. 1
1^3.5
123.9
166. 7>
91 -0> 178. 6>
88. 9> 200. 0>
82. 0> 201 .0>
1 .00
0.52
0.85>
0.23>
0.05>
0.06>
#Measur ement s made at a heating rate of 10°C/min after a
first heating to 210°C at 20°C/min followed by a 20°C/min
cooling to 50° C
.
* This value represents the fraction by weight of rigid,
crystall izable segment in the copol ymer
s
< All enthalpy of melting values in cal/gram
> These va lues are reported for a first heat i ng at 20
°C/min.
Figure 5-11
A graph of the temperature of the maximum of the melting
endo therm versus the flexible arm 1 eng th for the rigid*
mesogenic segment of the star—b lock copol ymer s . With
increasing length of the flexible arm* the temperature of
mel t ing asymp to t i cal 1 y approaches that of the ester /amide
model compound
-
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star-block copolymers, these data also indicates a high
degree of phase sep ar at ion? and a 1 so suggests a greater
degree of perfection of the crystalline phase of the
mesogenic uni t wi th increasing arm length of the flexible
siloxane. However, as can be seen both in Figure 5.10
and Table 5-6, the me 1 1 ing entha lp ies for the mesogen i c
segment of the copol ymer s were ex tremel y low - These
sma 1 1 entha lp ies of me lting for the rigid segments are
due in part to the low amount of rigid segment present i
n
these copolymers- Additionally, these low melting
enthalpies could be due to other factors such as the
degree of order in the liquid crystall ine mesophase wh i ch
was observed by optical microscopy and is discussed in
the next paragraph
-
Hot stage optical microscopy between crossed
polarizers cl ear 1 y showed that all six of the copol ymer
s
showed a liquid crystalli ne phase above their respective
melting temperatures. Figure 5-12 shows photomicrographs
of the liquid crystalline phases of the linear and lowest
mo 1 ecu 1 ar we ight star -block copol ymer s . All of the
copolymers showed an initial homeotropic phase which in
the case of the linear and lowest molecular weight star-
block copolymers gave way to the stable, nonhomeo tr op i
c
mesophases shown in Figure 5.12. The mesophases of all
o
of the copolymers persisted to at least 300 C, at which
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Figure 5.12
Photomicrographs of the stable nonhomeo trop ic liquid
crystal 1 ine mesophases between crossed polarizers of the
linear and lowest molecular weight star- block
copolymers. These mesophases persist to at least 300° C>
at which point the optical microscopy study was
terminated
-
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point optical micro scopy was terminated.
The breadth of these mesophases are similar to the
wide mesophases reported for some side chain thermotropic
liquid crystalline polymers with siloxane backbones (IE,
20 )- Particularly the side chain systems prepared by
Jones (21) showed mesophases persisting above 300°C as
exhibited in the copol ymer s prepared in the present work.
Cer tai nl y in the present work? and perhaps in the work of
others in side chain systems , the stability of the
mesophases can be exp 1 a ined by the degree of phase
separ at ion of the mesogen ic un it from the supporting
phase—be that a star core or a 1 inear backbone support
.
As the degree of phase separ at ion becomes more distinct*
the mesogenic unit will be surrounded more completely by
its own rigid phase which should lead to more entha lp ic
driving force for a stable mesophase . Other workers have
also suggested that side chain liquid crystal 1 ine
po 1 ymer s containing pheny 1 benzoate mesogens are
microheterogeneously phase separated if the flexible
chain end on the phenyl benzoate is sufficiently long
(21 , 22)
.
Recently? the preparation of linear? segmented
block copolymers where mesogenic units are linked by
flexible polyether chains has been reported (23). Like
the systems in the present work, these segmented block
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copolymers were reported to be phase separated and to
also display a liquid crystalline phase- The role of
phase separ at ion in the formation and stability of liquid
crystalline mesophases appears to be a sub ject worthy of
fur ther invest i gat ion
.
The general synthetic procedure for the preparation
of these ther mo tr op i-c rigid rod star-block copol ymer
s
suggests the pr epar at ion of a large number of new
copo lymers
.
The star core could be prepared from a
number of d i ffer ent monomers to des i red lengths as we 1
1
as any number of arms up to eighteen using known
literature techniques
- Further » various types of
mesogenic units could be attached at the extremities of
the arms including cholesteric* smec tic? and discotic low
molecular wei gh t mesogens . Ther mo tropic and lyotropic
main chain liquid crystalli ne po lymers could also be
attached at the ends of the flexible star cores. The
next chapter will describe the preparation of a lyotropic
rigid rod star -block copol ymer which contains rigid
po ly ( p_-ben z amide ) blocks at the extremi t ies of
po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 si 1 o xane ) star cores • Hypothetically* these
new copol ymer s > once proper ly processed ? could result in
the preparation of mater ials with high mul t i -d i mensi ona
1
strength and low weight-
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CHAPTER SIX
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTER I 2AT I ON OF LYOTROPIC
RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Ijl INIBQBUSIIQN
The field of lyotropic liquid crystalline polymers
has general ly divided it self into the two primary areas
of rigid, extended chain (1-5) and rigid, helical linear
polymers < 6, 7 ) . Whether helical or extended chain
,
lyotropic liquid crystalline polymers form an anisotropic
phase in solution above a critical polymer concentration.
In addition to theoretical interest, these polymers have
generated considerable technological applications in the
area of h i gh strength/ low wei gh t f iber s ( 8 ) .
Fibers spun from nematic solutions of extended
chain, linear liquid crystalline polymers exhibit high
modulus and strength in the direction of the fiber axis,
however
,
perpend icular to the fiber axis the modu lus and
strength are poor. This situation has been d i scussed
theoretically by Ha lliday and White (7) They state that
the modulus perpendicular to the chain axis is roughly
proportional to the cohesi ve energy densi ty of the chosen
po 1 ymer - Th i s dependence on secondary forces for lateral
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strength has led to poor compressive strength in fibers,
and similarly has led to del ami nation problems in f i 1ms
formed by biaxially or i enting nemat ic liquid crystalline
po 1 ymer solutions.
Hypo the t ical 1 y , the use of block copo 1 ymer systems
to form molecular composites could overcome some of these
directional strength problems ( 10-12)
. Takayanagi has
prepared block copolymers where flexible polyamide blocks
link liquid crystalline polyamide blocks and suggested
that the flexible segments could act as tie molecul es to
provide for improved multi-dimensional strength (11).
Additionally, the phase separated nature of these
materials could give additional strength via inhibition
of crack propagation? a primary mode of pol ymer
mechanical failure (11). Others have suggested that
cholesteric liquid crystalline polymers could be useful
in the preparation of high strength bonded laminates
( 13-15)
.
This chapter will discuss the synthesis and
characterization of lyotropic rigid rod star -block
copolymers- As depicted in Figures 6-1 and 6.2> these
novel copolymers once properly processed into extended
chain fibers and fil ms , could achi eve improved mu 1 1 i
-
d i mens ional properties. It is env i s ioned that the
flexible segments of these copo 1 ymer s could act like tie
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Figure 6.1
A schematic of a lyotropic rigid rod star -block
copolymer . These novel 1 iquid crystal 1 ine po lymers are
compr ised of a flexible star -core at the ex trem i t ies of
which are attached the lyotropic mesogenic blacks.
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LYOTROPIC
BLOCK
FLEXIBLE
BLOCK
Figure 6.2
Th i s figure dep ic ts the rat iona 1 e for mak ing rigid rod
star-block copol ymer s - The flexible spacers ? dep i c ted
dashed lines in this figure? hypothet ical ly act as tie
molecules in semi crysta 1 1 i ne polymers. These tie
molecules result in real strength in directions other
than that of the chain extension.
FIBERS
TWO DIMENSIONAL APPLICATION
OF RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
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molecules in semi-crystalline polymers to provide for
enhanced strength in directions other than that of the
chain extension.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
d§£er1^112 The previous ly prepared telechelic
po 1 y ( d i methy 1 si 1 oxane ) i nter med i ates are described in
Table 6-1 (16). p_-Am i noben 20 ic ac id was ob t a i ned from
Aldr ich Chemical Co.? recrystal 1 ized twice from an
ethano 1 /water mixture? dried for twenty hours at 65°
C
under vacuum ( < 0 . 05 mm Hg ) , and stored away from light
under argon prior to use . p_-N-Buty 1 phenyl- 1^' -an i sam ide
was prepared as previously described ( 17) . 1-Methyl-E-
pyrro 1 id i none was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co .
»
stirred over calcium hydride under argon for several
hours, vacuum distill ed into activated three angstrom
Molecular Sieves* and stored under argon prior to use.
Pyr id i ne was obtai ned from F i sher Sc ient ific? refluxed
under argon and over cal c ium hydride for three hours
,
fractionally distill ed under argon into activated three
angstrom Molecular Si eves ? and stored under argon prior
to use . Benzene was pur if i ed as pr ev i ous 1 y descr ibed
C IS) . Triphenyl phosphite was obtained from Aldrich
Chemical Co.. vacuum distilled, and stored under argon
160
Table 6.1
The pertinent data for the previously prepared telechelic
po ly ( d i methy 1 si 1 o xane ) i nter med i ates ( 18 ) . The
copolymers were prepared by growing poly (p_-benzamide
)
from the aromat ic ami ne end-groups of these
i ntermed i ates
•
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SUMMARY OF TELECHELIC SILOXANES
* # + >
Polymer Mn <.theg_). Mn Ifound2 EyDc£i°_0§ii£Y. Mw/Mn
L-I 1700 2100 + 100 2.0 0.2 1 . 13
ST-I 3200- 2600 + 200 4. 1 + 0.3 1 .32
ST-II 5100 3900 ± 500 3.7 0.4 1 .20
ST-III 9000 6190 + 1 100 3.7 0.5 1 .31
ST-IV 16,000 17,000 + 2000 4. 1 + 0.4 1 .32
ST-V 2^,000 24,000 + 2000 4.3 + 0.5 1 .27
* Theoretical Mn based on C ( Monomer /( Initiator) ]x( Monomer
MW) .
o#Mn found via vapor phase osmommetr y , chloroform 5) 37 C .
Polymers ST-IV and ST-V Mn based on GPC extrapolation.
+Func tionality found via i nf r ar ed spectroscopy of 1 600
wavenumbers phenyl ring vibration combined with Mn data.
>Mw/Mn based on po 1 ystyrene calibrated GPC i n THF with no
correct ion for broadening
.
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prior to use . Li th ium chloride ( 99+% ) was ob t a i ned from
Baker Chem ica 1 Co
.
, dr i ed under vacuum ( < 0 - 05 mm Hg ) at
o
150 C for forty-eight hours > and stored under argon prior
to use - Ch loroform was ob ta i ned from F i sher Sc i ent i f ic
C spec t roseop i c grade ) and used as r ece i ved - N , N-
D i me thy 1 ace tarn ide was ob t a i ned from Aldrich Chem ica 1 Co -
and used as received.
ElL§B£E*ii.QD Sf BQiyiBzbenzam ide_)_l Po ly ( p_-benzamide ) was
prepared as follows by the method of Yamazak i ( 19 ) . Into
a c lean , dry, argon filled? three-neck 1 000-mL round
bottom flask was added ^.llg (0.0300 mo 1 ) of p_-
aminobenzo ic ac id and 3 . lOg of 1 i th ium chloride. After
fitting the flask with a water condenser , under argon was
added ^8 ml_ of 1 -methy 1 -S-pyrro 1 i d i none and £5 ml_ of
pyridine. The flask was then immersed in a 90 C oil bath
and with stirring a clear solution formed . Twenty
mi nutes after i mmer s i on into the oil bath, 7.9 mL
( 0 . 0302 mo 1 ) of tr i phenyl phosph i te was added to the
stirring solution. The reaction proceeded under argon
for 16 hours at 91°C yielding a gelled, slightly cloudy
pr oduc t . After cooling to room temperature , 20 mL of
methanol was added to the reaction flask, the solid
po 1 ymer was coll ec ted over a Buchner funnel , ex tr ac ted
with methanol for 25 hours in a Soxhlet extractor, and
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finally collected and dried under vacuum (< 0.05 mm Hg
)
o
_for 25 hours at 75 C. A quantitative yield of 3.57g of
po 1 ymer was col lec ted with an i nherent viscosity in
sulfuric acid of 1.72 dL/g.
Er.§B£ration of a Lygtrggic Rigid Rod Star-Bigck Qggglymer
1ST-L—22l Into a c lean ? dry, argon filled? three-neck
1000-mL round-bottom flask was added 2 . 75g (0.0020 mo 1
of p_-am i nobenzo ic ac i d and 2 . 03g of 1 i th i urn chloride.
After fitting the flask with a condenser? under argon was
added 35 ml_ of 1 -methy 1 -2-pyrro 1 i d i none ? 15 ml_ of
pyr id i ne ? and 3.5 ml_ of a benzene solution containing
0 . ^3g of po 1 y ( d i methy 1 s i loxane ) telechelic star
i ntermed i ate ST- 1 1 . After i mmer s i ng the flask in a 90°
C
oil bath for 15 mi nutes ? with vigorous stirring was added
5.52 mL (0.020 mo 1 ) of tri phenyl phosphite. The reaction
proceeded for 20 hours at 88° C under argon at which t ime
the contents of the flask had gelled into a lightly
colored? homogeneous mass. After addition of 200 mL of
ethanol to the flask? the product was collected by
filtration? washed success i ve ly with water? methano 1 ? and
hexane? extracted with methanol in a Soxhlet extractor
for ^8 hours ? and finally coll ec ted and dr ied for 26
hours under vacuum < < 0 . 05 mm Hg ) at 65° C . A total of
2 . 75 g ( 97 . 5% yield ) of produc t was co 1 lec ted with an
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inherent viscosity in N ,N-dimethy lacetamide <w/2.85 V.
LiCl ) of 2. 87 dL/g
-
A model, reaction of a telechelic Bolyld^methy 1 s^igxane2
with anisic acid under "Yamazaki^ condi t ionsj. This
react ion was performed to quantitat ively invest igate the
reaction of a telechelic po ly < d i methy 1 si 1 oxane ) with an
ar oma t i c ac i d under Yamazak i cond i t i ons similar to that
used in the pr epar at ion of the block copol ymer s . To a
clean, dry, argon filled 100-mL round-bottom flask was
added 0 . 34g (0.00223 mol) of anisic acid, 0.78g of
lithium chloride, 14 mL of 1 -methy 1 -S-pyrro 1 i d inone , 6 mL
of pyridi ne , and 8 - 2 mL of a benzene solution contain! ng
0.9g of a telechelic poly(di methy 1 s i 1 o xane ) wh i ch
contained 0-0010 moles of aromatic amine per gram of
total pol ymer . After i mmer s i ng the reaction flask in a
90°C oil bath for five minutes, 0.54 mL (0.00212 mol) of
tr ipheny 1 phosphite was added, and the reaction was
o
al lowed to proceed under argon for twenty hours at 90 C
.
After adding 40 mL of distill ed water, the reaction
mi x ture was washed sever a 1 t i mes with water in a
separ a tor y funnel , and the oily layer containing the
product was coll ec ted and condensed via rotary
evapor at ion. The product was then dissol ved and
r epr ec ip i ta ted three t i mes , condensed via rotary
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evaporation? and dried under vacuum (< 0.05 mm Hg ) at 63
t for 17 hours - Quant itative i nfr ared spectroscopy
i nd icated that the f ina 1 oily product contai ned 0 - 000B0
mo les of amide per gram of total pol ymer wh ich conver ted
into an extent of amidat ion of 93+5% . Gel per meat ion
chromatography was a 1 so performed to i nsur e that the
Yamazak i cond i t i ons did not degrade the substrate
po lysi loxane . No deg r ad at ion was observed
.
tjsasurementsj. Qualitative and quantitative infrared
spectroscopy were performed as pr ev i ousl y descr i bed
( 17 ) . Ge 1 per meat ion chromatography was performed with a
Waters chromatograph with tetr ahydr ofur an as so 1 vent and
calibration with po 1 ystyr ene standards. Optical
microscopy was performed by placing appropriate solutions
of the pol ymer s between cover slips and then placing this
assemb 1 y between crossed polarizers. I nher ent viscosity
of po 1 y ( p_—benzam i de ) was performed at a concentration of
0.5 g/dL in both reagent grade su 1 fur i c ac id and N , N-
d i methy 1 acet am i de containing 2.85V* lithium chloride.
I nher ent viscositi es of the copol ymer s were performed
exclusive 1 y in N ? N-d i methy 1 acet ami de conta i ni ng S . 85%
lithium chloride at a copolymer concentration of 0.5
g/dL. Low temperature differential scanning calorimetry
( DSC ) was performed on a Perk in-Elmer DSC- 1 I and higher
temperature DSC was performed on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-IV.
Thermal gravimetric analysis was done on a Perkin-Elmer
TGS-II
.
Solutions of the po ly < p_-benzamide ) and the
copo 1 ymer s were prepared by increasing the concentration
of polymer sample in N> N-dimethylacetamide containing
2 . 85% 1 i th ium chloride until no more pol ymer could be
d i sso 1 ved . Qbser vat i ons on these so 1 ut i ons were made
dur ing their preparation to determi ne at what point a
lyo tropic liquid crystal 1 ine phase occurred and at what
po int no more mater i a 1 could be dissolved into solution.
Illi RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The po 1 y ( p_-benzam ide) and block copol ymer s prepared
in this work were all synthes ized via the " Yamazak i
"
reaction (19). This reaction has been shown to be very
effec t i ve in the pr epar at ion of po 1 yam ides from aromatic
and aliphatic carboxylic ac ids and aromat i c ami nes
(19). The Yamazaki reaction has been utilized by severa
wor ker s to synthes i ze po 1 y ( Q-benzamide ) and s i mi 1 ar
po 1 ymer s and copol ymer s with cons i stent results (11* 19,
20 , 23 ) . In this work, po 1 y ( p_-benzami de ) was prepared
o
twice with inherent viscosities at 30 C in sulfur ic ac id
of 1.71 and 1 .72 dL/g respectively. Relying on the work
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of Papkov, the Mn of these homopolymers can be calculated
to be approximately 13,000 (22)
-
In the synthesis of the block copolymers, the ratio
of moles of p_-am i nobenzo i c acid to the moles of aromatic
amine end-groups on the siloxane polymers was kept
constant at approximately sixty. Assuming a complete
reaction without the formation of po 1 y < g-benzam i de
)
homopo 1 ymer , an assump t ion wh ich is far from assured?
each of the arms of the copol ymers would contain a rigid,
po ly ( p-benzamide ) block averaging 7000 Mn at their
ex t rem i t ies - Th i s 7000 Mn value is only slightly greater
than one half the va lue for the poly( g-benzam i de
)
homopolymers. The low ratio of p_—aminobenzo ic acid to
ar omat i c am i ne end-group on the si lo xanes was chosen to
discourage homopolymer formation.
Figure 6 . 3 shows the react ion scheme for the
preparation of the lyotropic rigid rod star -block
copolymers described in this work. As the reactions
proceeded, three distinct visual phases were generally
observed . On initial add ition of the tr ipheny 1 phosphite
the reaction mixture was fully fluid, homogeneous? and
slightly cloudy. After the reaction had proceeded for
approximately 15 minutes to one hour , po lymer would start
to precipitate and cling to the stirring bar. This
precipitate was presumably mostly siloxane polymer that
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Figure 6.3
The synthetic scheme for the preparation of lyotropic
rigid rod star-block copolymers. The po 1 y ( g-benzami de
)
i s grown from the reac t i ve ar omat i c am i ne end -groups of
the si loxane i ntermed i ates . It is also hypothetically
possi b le that some homo-po 1 y ( p_-benzami de ) is al so
synthesized during the reaction.
LYOTROPIC RIGID ROD
STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Synthesis
O
y(H2N-Q-C-OH)
PDMS STAR
Yamazaki
TPP
pyr/NMP
LiCI
_ H M _ M
-
—
0"^c
^_J"NtH + pBA
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had a smal 1 amount of po 1 y ( p_-benzami de ) growing at its
extremities. Hypothet ical ly , the copolymer at this point
had enough po 1 yamide growing from it to no longer be an
oily material, yet not enough polyamide to make it fully
soluble in the amide solvents. In the third stage? the
product would start to go back into solution,
hypo thet ical ly due to the presence of enough polyamide in
the copol ymer to render it soluble in ami de solvents, and
the react ion mixture would be a homogeneous
, slightly
c loudy gel at the terminat ion of the reaction.
These general observations occurred during synthesis
of the copol ymer s prepared and summar ized in Table 6.2
except for ST-L-V . The prepar at ion of ST-L-V i nvo 1 ved
the use of a po 1 y ( d imethy 1 s i 1 oxane ) intermediate of
2*t , 000 Mn , and this h ighest mo 1 ecu 1 ar we i gh t si 1 o xane did
not mix well into the initial reaction solution.
Similarly, as the reaction proceeded, the resulting
copol ymer failed to redissolve in the reaction sol vents
.
In all of the other copol ymer izations shown in Table 6.2,
the growing copol ymer red issolved at a rate that
decreased as the molecular weight of the siloxane
increased . Clear ly , a d i fferent so 1 vent system , mi x ing
procedure, or both would be required to prepare the
described copol ymer s with polyCdi me thy 1 si 1 o xane
)
i n termed i ates of over approximately 20, 000 Mn
.
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Table 6.2
A summary of the resu Its of the lyo tropic rigid rod block
copolymers prepared in this work . Included is yield,
inherent viscosity, siloxane content, and solution
property data- The lengths of the si loxane flexible
spacers for the respective copolymers can be found in
Table 6- 1
.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LYQTROPIC RIGID -ROD
STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Polymer Yield lob-. Vis.. Wt^ % S^lgx^ Prgger t ies
L-L- I 99+% 2 . 26 9 . 6% LCM
ST-L- 1 99+% 2 . 64 9 . 8% NLC
ST-L- I 1 97.5% 2-87 15. 5% NLC
ST-L- III 98 . 5% 2 . 55 24 . 8% LCB
ST-L- IV 98% 2-34 35-3% LCM
ST-L-V 93.5% 1.74 46-5% LCM
PBA-I 95% 2.32(1.71) LCM
PBA-II 99+% (1.72) LCM
> L-L- 1 i s a 1 i near block copo lymer , All ST po 1 ymer s are
four armed stars? and PBA polymers are poly (g-benzamide)
.
o
+ 1 nher ent viscosities performed at 30 C in N , N , -
Dimethy lacetamide with 2.85%(w/w) LiCl. All values in
parentheses performed in sulfuric acid- All performed
5)0 - 5% grams/ml and rep or ted in dL/g -
Weight percentage siloxane in the feed? the ratio of
g—aminobenzo ic acid monomer to aromatic amine endgroups
on the celechelic si loxanes held constant.
# LCM stands for capabilility to form a liquid
crysta 1 1 i ne monophase ; NLC stands for no ability to form
a liquid crystalline phase; LCB stands for the ability to
form a liquid crystall ine b i phase but no liquid
crysta 1 1 i ne monophase
.
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Tab 1 e 6.2 summar i zes the syntheses and solution
properties for the polymers and copolymers prepared in
this work- The reported yields for all of the copolymers
are essentially quantitative, except for ST-L-V discussed
above? yet this does not necessarily indicate that all of
the arms of the copo 1 ymer s contain poly( g-benzami de
)
bl ocks at their extr em ities. Although it is unlikely to
occur cons idering the ki net i cs of condensa t ion
po lymer i zat i on ? the a t tachment of a long po 1 y ( p_-
benzami de ) segment to only one of the four arms of the
si lo xane substrate could r esul t i n a quant itative yield
as we 11 as so lub ility in amide solvents. Figures 6.4- and
6.5 show typical i nf r ar ed spectra for a telechelic
s i 1 o xane substrate and a f i nal lyotropic rigid rod star-
block copol ymer product. The expec ted absor p t i ons for
both the si loxane segment and the pol yam i de segment are
c lear 1 y observed in the i nfrared spec trum of the
copolymers. However? as with the reported quantitative
yield data? the i nfrared spectral data suppor ts but does
not establish that polyamide segments reside at the
extremities of all of the arms of the copol ymer s
.
To gain insight into this matter? a model reaction
between a telechelic po 1 y ( d imethy 1 si 1 oxane ) and an
aromatic carboxylic acid? anisic acid? was performed
under the same Yamazaki conditions used in the
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Figure 6.^
The infrared spectrum of a telechel ic
poly (dimethylsi loxane) intermediate- The bands typical
of siloxanes can be seen in addition to the phenyl and
pr imary ami ne absorptions due to the attached aromat ic
amine function at the siloxane's extremities.
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Figure 6-5
Infrared spectrum of a lyotropic rigid rod star-block
copolymer. In addition to the bands typical of the
siloxane segment, the absorption bands typical of poly<p_-
benzamide) can clearly be seen.
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copolymer izations. It is asserted that if the aromatic
carboxylic acid reacted in high yields with the aromatic
amine end-groups of the siloxane under Yamazaki
conditions, that taking into account the yields, infrared
spectra, and the nature of the kinetics of condensation
polymerization, that one could comfortably assert that
all or most of the" arms of the siloxane substrate had
po 1 y ( g-benz amide ) at its extremities- Additionally, gel
per meat i on chromatography could be performed on the
product of this model reaction to ascertain if the
Yamazak i reac tion condit i ons in any way degraded the
si loxane substrate.
Figure 6.6 shows the model react ion scheme and
F i gur e 6.7 presents the gel permeat ion chromatography
r esu Its of this study. The oily product was found to
have an ex tent of am idation of 93 + 5% by quanti tat i ve
infrared spectroscopy with p_-N-buty Ipheny 1 -4- '-anisamide
as the model compound for i nf r ar ed analysis. The gel
permeat ion chromatography resul ts showed no d eg r ad at ion
of the siloxane substrate and the expected shifting of
the product to slightly decreased elution volume. This
model react ion, when combined with the favorable data
shown in Table 6.E, the infrared spectral data, and
taking into consideration the nature of condensat ion
k i net ics , c 1 ear 1 y suppor ts the assertion that the
Figure 6.6
The schematic of the model reaction of a telechelic
po ly < d i methy 1 si loxane ) wi th ani sic ac id . The extent of
am i da t ion was found to be 93+ 5V. and gel permeat ion
chromatography showed that the Yamazak i reaction
conditions did not degrade the siloxane substrate. These
resul ts strong 1 y suppor t the asser tion that all or most
of the copol ymers have the rigid* poly( p_-benzamide ) block
at the extremity of each arm.
MODEL REACTION: Extent of Reaction of Telechelic
Si loxanes
.
O
NH
TELECHELIC
PDMS
CH30-<>C-
Yamazaki
Identical to
Copolymer izations
o
On-c'Ooch
Quantitative Results;
I . F-Ktent of Amidatton is 93 * 5X b V quantitative
infrar ed spectroscopy.
2. rhere is no ileqr dddt ion of the telechel ic
poly<dimethyKiloxane) under these reaction
(oriditions. GPC shows no sign of deqraildt ion o
t hanqe 1 n po 1 yd i sper s 1 ty
.
j. ihe final material is an oil, not a solid.
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Figure 6-7
Gel permeat ion chromatography resul ts of the model
reaction of a telechelic siloxane substrate with anisic
ac id under Yamazak i conditions- These traces show no
sign of degradat ion of the si loxane substrate and > as
expected , the product is shifted to a slightly lower
el ut ion vo lume
-
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GPC- MODEL REACTION
ELUTION VOLUME
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copolymers prepared in this work do have poly(p_-
benz amide ) segments at the extremities of all or most of
the siloxane arms. The solution properties, to be
discussed later, also support this assertion as the
solution properties can best be explained by the presumed
r ad i a 1 nature of the block copol ymer s
.
All of the copo lymer s were invest i gated as to their
thermal properties with DSC and thermal gravimetric
ana lysis- Figure 6.8 shows a samp le trace of a low-
temperature DSC of a star-b lock copo lymer - As with the
thermotropic rigid rod star-block copolymers ( 17) , these
copolymers did show a clear glass transition typical of
homo-po 1 y ( d i me thy 1 s i 1 oxane ) at approxi matel y - 1 EO°C . The
glass transition temperatures of the si 1 oxane segment of
the copolymers are tabulated in Table 6-3, and these data
suggest a high degree of phase separat ion between the
flexible and rigid segments of the block copolymers.
Table 6.4- summarizes the crystal 1 ini ty results for the
siloxane segments of the block copolymers- Only ST-L-IV
and ST-L-V, the block copolymers with the two longest
siloxane segments, show any crystal 1 ini ty of the siloxane
segment under the conditions used in this DSC experiment.
The small enthalpy of melting reported for ST-L-V is
probab ly due to the synthet ic difficulties ment ioned
previously, however, the higher temperature of melting
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Figure 6-8
The low temperature DSC thermogram of a lyotropic rigid
rod star-block copolymer- This copolymer, ST-L-IV, shows
a low temperature glass transition typical for siloxanes
as wel 1 as both cold crystallization and mel ting of the
si loxane segment of the copo lymer
.

Table 6.3
The low temperature g 1 ass trans i t ion temperatures of the
siloxane segment of the copolymers. These values were
found using DSC anal ysi s
-
The DSC run was done at a
heating rate of EO°C/minute after the sample was quickly
cooled from 50 C
.
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GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURES
OF SILOXANE SEGMENT OF COPOLYMERS
POLYMER Mn/arm Tg i° Ql
L-L-I 1050 -120.
8
ST-L-I 650 -122-6
ST-L-II 975 -121 .3
ST-L-I I I 1550 -120.
1
ST-L-IV ^250 -120.3
ST-L-V 6000 -122.
^
ST- I* 650 -115.2
ST-IV* ^250 -119.3
* Signifies that these po 1 ymer samples are unreac ted
telechelic siloxane oils? not copolymers with PBA
.
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Table 6.4
The temperature of melting and the respective enthalpies
of mel ting of the si lo xane segments of the copol ymer s
-
Under the conditions of this DSC experiment, only ST-L-IV
and ST-L-V showed any crystallinity of the si lo xane
segment
-
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TEMPERATURES OF MELTING AND ENTHALPIES
OF SILOXANE SEGMENT OF COPOLYMERS
Polymer Mn/arm Imaxi°Ci*
Enthalpy ical/gi
L-L-1 1050 none
ST-L-I 650 none
ST-L-II 975 none
ST-L-I I
I
1550 none
ST-L-IV ^250 -^1 *A
1 .9*+
ST-L-V 6000 -39.8
0.86+
ST-I# 650 none
ST-IVtt ^250 -38.3
6.67
. a + -. hp.t^na rate of 20°C/min on
* All runs P*^
°
rjf a cooling rate ofsamples quenched to -150 L Tram
320 C/min.
= tPlechelic amine siloxanes; they
are
# These polymers are ei n i L
not copolyners with PBA.
. ,: raH ve of the mentioned synthetic
the siloxane segment.
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reported for the siloxane segment of this copolymer
suggests that the siloxane segments that do exist have a
more ordered crystal structure. Higher temperature DSC
was performed on all of the copo lymers . A change in the
slope of the DSC thermogram was evident in all of the six
o
copolymers at about 260-300 C, but it cannot be
definitively shown to be a glass transition without
further study
. No h i gher temperature endo therms were
observed
.
This behavior is expected? si nee the po 1 y ( p-
benzamide) segments should degrade prior to melting-
Figure 6.9 shows a thermal gravimetric analysis scan
typical of the block copolymers. Table 6.5 summarizes
these resul ts . It is surpr ising to observe the
exceptional thermal stability of these block copolymers.
As seen in Table 6.5? the therma 1 stability by sweep i ng
ther ma 1 gr av i metry of the block copol ymer s exceeds the
stability of both the si lo xane and poly(p_-benzamide)
homopo 1 ymer s . Past work has showed that polyCp—
o
benzami de ) shows no loss of volatile mater i a 1 below ^+80 C
( 23 ) . This is supported by the thermal studies of this
work. However, the reason for the superior thermal
stability of the block copolymers is unclear.
Nonethel ess > the block copol ymer s show a ther ma 1
o
stability roughly 50 C higher than the poly (p. -ben z amide)
homopo 1 ymer
.
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Figure 6.9
Therma 1 gravimetr i c ana lys is scan of a lyo tropic rigid
rod star-block copolymer . The scan was taken at a rate
of 20°C/minute in a helium atmosphere. The copo lymers
show superior thermal stability when compared to either
siloxane or po 1 y < p-benzamide ) homopo lymers
-
1H9I3M°/o
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Table 6.5
A summary of the thermal gravimetric analysis of the
materials reported in this work. On scanning, the block
copolymers show remarkable thermal stability compared to
either the siloxane or poly (benzamide) homopo lymers
.
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SUMMARY OF THERMAL GRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE
LYOTROPIC RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
Polymer 5X wt_. loss(°(^) Max. Degrade
#ST-I 343 455
#ST-IV 421 462
PBA 470 518
L-L-l 522 563
ST-L-I 523 561
ST-L-I
I
522 560
ST-L-I I I 483 563
ST-L-IV 479 562
ST-L-V 505
* All runs performed on a Perk in-Elmer TGS-2 at a heating
o
rate of 20 C/min in a He 1 i urn atmosphere
.
+ Max. Degr ad . is that temperature at which maximum
degradation is observed from the derivati ve of the we i gh
t
loss curve.
# These po 1 ymer s are telechelic si lo xanes , not lyotropic
copo 1 ymer s
.
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The liquid crystalline properties of the block
copo lymers were observed with optical microscopy on
solutions of the materials in N , N-d i methy 1 acetami de
containing 2.85*/. lithium chloride- Several solvents were
used in an attempt to dissolve the copolymers prepared in
this work. Only N , N-d i methy 1 acet am ide containing a
moderate amount of lithium chloride successfully
d i sso 1 ved these copo 1 ymer s - 1 1 i s wel 1 known that above
a critical concentration* lyotropic liquid crystalline
po 1 ymer s exhibit an ani so tropic phase that can be read i 1
y
observed by optical micro scopy 24- ) . These so lut i on
studies were performed by adding polymer to the solvent
until no more polymer would dissolve; the presence or
lack of liquid cr ys ta 1 1 i n i ty was noted during this
process . Tab 1 e 6.2 summar i zes these r esu Its. Looking at
just the r esu Its for the stat—block copol ymer s 5 the two
copo 1 ymer s of shortest si 1 o xane flexible spacer 1 eng th
failed to show any liquid crystal 1 ini ty and formed
completely clear, gelled phases at 1 ess than 6.0*/. pol ymer
concentr at ions . ST-L-I I I formed a b i phase solution at
near 7.0% polymer concentration by weight, where liquid
crystalline and isotropic phases coexisted in
equilibrium. ST-III-L could be dissolved into the
solvent up to around 7.5V. by weight. The two star-block
copo 1 ymer s of 1 ongest si 1 o xane spacer 1 eng ths showed the
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format ion of entirely anisotrop ic , liquid crystall ine
phases , and cou 1 d be made up into solut i ons at we 1
1
above 10% by weight. This clearly suggests that the
radial nature of these copolymers inhibits the formation
of a liquid crystalli ne phase below a certain flexible
spacer leng th - To further subst ant iate this asser t ion ,
the linear block copolymer L-L-I was prepared with a
flexible si loxane spacer length between that of ST-L-I
and ST-L-I I - As expected, this linear block copolymer
showed the formation of an entirely liquid crystalline
phase, thus supporting the explanation for the solution
behavior for the star-block copolymers.
Ongo ing work on these copolymers inc ludes the use of
optical microscopy and rheological investigations to
construct phase diagrams as well as to better understand
the solution properties of these novel copolymers.
Additional work will also concentrate on the fiber and
film properties of these copolymers.
As briefly mentioned in the introduction to this
chapter, the rationale for the synthesis of these star-
block copolymers was to prepare materials that might show
ultimate multidimensional strength and modulus, yet have
the low density typical of organic systems. It is
envisioned that the flexible segments would act as tie
molecules in semicrystal 1 ine polymers and provide for
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real strength in direct i ons other than that of the chain
extension . Super ior properties could probably best be
ach i eved by b 1 end i ng these star -block copo lymer s wi th
high molecular we ight poly( ci-benzam ide) or poly( gj —
pheny 1 eneter ap tha 1 ami de ) . The appropriate arm lengths
and arm numbers to achieve ultimate properties would have
to be experimentally discovered. However » the synthetic
procedure as outli ned in this thesis? is suff i c ient 1
y
general so that the flexible arm length and arm number
could be readily man i pu 1 a ted as des ired. The final
chapter of this thesis will discuss ongoing? future? and
suggested work regard ing these novel star -b lock
copo 1 ymer s
-
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ONGOING, FUTURE, AND SUGGESTED
WORK BASED ON THIS THESIS
li INIRODUCIION
This thesis has described the synthesis and
characterization of rigid rod star-block copolymers. In
addition to these novel star-block copolymers, several
new i n termed i a tes have been prepared for use in th i s
work. Th is f i na 1 chapter will describe the ongoing,
future, and suggested work with respect to all of the new
mater ials and procedures outli ned in th i s thes i s
.
The novel materials prepared in this thesis have
been the b 1 oc ked am i ne func t iona 1 anionic initiator, the
telechelic li near and star shaped poly(d imethys i 1 o xane ) s
,
and the thermotropic and lyotropic rigid rod star-block
copo 1 ymers . Many variations and new courses could be
1 aunched based on both the novel i ntermed iates and the
new star -b lock copo 1 ymers - Below , each of the four areas
will be delved into furthur, with an eye towards
exploitation of the new possibilities brought about by
them -
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Hi IHE BLOCKED AMINE FUNCTIONAL ANIONIC INITIATOR
As described in Chapter Three of this thesis, the
new blocked amine functional anionic initiator opens up
new possibilities for the synthetic polymer chemist
. The
key property of this new initiator is its solubility in
nonpolar solvents- This allows for the preparation of
new end-r eac t i ve materials by living ani oni c
po lymer ization. In addition to the preparation of novel
telechelic po 1 y < d i methy 1 s i 1 o xane )
s
5 this new initiator
should be of particular utility in the preparation of
high cis-1-^ telechelic dienes (1). The extensive use of
d i ene po 1 ymer s should make this new possibility an
important one
.
This new initiator was prepared by the quantitative
reac tion of sec -bu ty 1 1 i th ium with a styr ene der i vat i ve
.
It is reasonab le that other initiators could be prepared
from su itably block ed func t i ona 1 styrene derivatives- A
blocked q—hydroxystyrene monomer has been prepared and
used to synthesize well-defined po 1 y ( p_-hydr o xystyr ene )
(2) . This could lead to a new blocked hydroxyl
func tional anionic initiator with good nonpolar
so lub i 1 i ty
.
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Illi NEW TELECHELIC POLYMERS
The successful preparation of the new blocked amine
functional anionic initiator led directly to the
preparation of the novel ami ne telechelic star pol ymer
s
described in Chapter Four of this thesis. Although the
telechelic polyCd i me thy 1 s i 1 o xane ) s were used as mere
intermediates in the bulk of the thesis work? they could
have sever a 1 new and interesting scientific and
technological applicat ions -
S i nee the new blocked functional initiator is
so lub le in nonpolar sol vents and should have the
initiating power of a styrl anion, a great number of new
amine telechelic 1 inear and star polymers could be
prepared us i ng the methods out 1 i ned in this thesis. In
addition to preparing new po 1 y ( d i methy 1 si lo xane
)
telechelic star polymers, of various arm numbers as
descr ibed by Fetters (3), it should also possible to
synthesi ze unique amine telechelic star polymers with
other monomers such as styrene, diene monomers, ethylene
oxide, or any other monomer capable of being used in
living anionic polymerizations (^).
The siloxane telechelic stars prepared in this work
showed some very interesting crystal 1 ini ty properties
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that suggest future study - Most previous ly reported star
po 1 ymer s have been prepared from styr ene and d i ene
monomers to resul t in pr imar i ly amorphous mater ials
(5). A study of the effect of arm number? arm length?
and crystallization condit i ons on the crystallinity and
morphology of the siloxane star polymers could prove
quite interesting.
The preparation of wel 1 -defined , telechelic star
po lymers could lead to the synthesis of add i t ional novel
block copolymers- The work of this thesis concentrated
on the attachment of rigid? mesogenic units onto the
extremities of the flexible, star cores, however , any
number of rigid and /or flexible segments could be
attached via the amine function of these star polymers.
It might be particularly interesting to design star-block
copolymers where the degree of compatibility of the two
blocks is varied over a wide range. This could lead to
an interesting study on the effect of phase separation on
the properties of well-defined star-block copolymers
These new telechelic star polymers could also be
used in the preparation of ideal networks. Ongoing work
in the research group is designed towards that end. The
unique nature of such star polymers offers the
opportunity to study well-defined networks.
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IV IHE IHERMOTRQPIC RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
There are practically an infinite number of new
possibilities regarding the development of thermotropic
rigid rod star -b lock copo lymers
- However > it would be
first useful to further characterize the novel
thermotropic copolymers prepared in this thesis- Then
any number of new thermo tropic rigid rod star -block
copolymers could be prepared
.
Fur ther study of the ther mo tropic rigid rod star-
block copol ymers prepared in th i s thesis shou Id
concentrate on the genera 1 morphology of the copol ymers
in the so lid and mesophase state- It is likely that x-
r ay stud i es on these materials? both wide and sma 1
1
angle? could give i nter est i ng results- The key quest i ons
to be answered center around the morphology in the
mesophase of these copolymers and the domain sizes of the
rigid and flexible phases both in the mesophase and i
n
the so lid pol ymer states -
It would be interesting to attach other types of low
molecular weight mesogens to the ends of the siloxane
star cores. The attachment of various smect ic %
chol est eric, and especial ly discotic low molecular weight
mesogens to the ends of the flexible star polymers should
be straight forward due to the favorable reactivity of
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the aromatic amine end groups on the star siloxanes.
Combined with scattering studies to understand the
morphology of these materials, one could discover whether
the star topology results in peculiar properties.
The preparation of thermotropic rigid rod star-block
copolymers where the rigid unit is a high polymer would
be particularly valuable work. It would be most
reasonable to perform the synthesis described in Figure
7.1. This would result in the attachment of the recently
commercialized Celanase thermotropic liquid crystalline
polymer onto the ends of the siloxane star cores (6).
This could lead to a study of the hypothesis regarding
multi-dimensional strength out 1 ined in Chapter One of
this thesis with a thermotropic liquid crystalline
po lymer
.
Finkelmann has descr ibed the preparation of uni que
liquid crystalline networks based on his side chain
siloxane liquid crystalline polymers (7). The polymers
wh ich he has prepared have shown i nter est ing liquid
crystalli ne properti es , however , they suffer due to their
1 ac k of a we 1 1 -def i ned structure . The use of the methods
ou 1 1 i ned in this thesis could r esul t in the preparation
of wel 1-def i ned liquid crystalli ne po 1 ymer networks
.
Figure 7.1
A suggested reaction scheme for the preparation of a
thermo trop ic rigid rod star -block copol ymer with a high
po lymer block at its ex tremi t i es . The r esu 1 1 i ng po 1 ymer
would most probably be a mel t pr ocessab 1 e ther mo tr op i
c
liquid crystalline copolymer- It would be best to
perform a melt polymerization with the ester/acids shown.
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ChL-C-O
it
-OH
O N .
NK +
TELECHELIC PDMS
-OH
MELT POLYMERIZATION
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V- UYQIRQPIC RIGID ROD STAR-BLOCK COPOLYMERS
There is a cons iderable amount of ongo i ng and future
work p lanned or reasonab le to perform regard ing the
lyotropic rigid rod star -block copo lymers out 1 ined i
n
this thesi s
-
After br ief 1 y d i scuss ing the ongoing work,
some potentially interesting future and suggested work
will be di scussed in this section.
The ongo i ng work based on the lyotropic copol ymer
s
is in the areas of phase d i agr ams > rheo 1 ogy , optical
microscopy, and fiber and film preparation. A complete
rheological study of the lyotropic block copolymers has
been progressing by Matt Mu i r under the super v i si on of
Professor R.S. Porter. This work is des i gned to study
many rheo logical properties including the effect of
po 1 ymer concentration, effect of shear rate , and
r esul t ing normal force data on these novel block
copo lymers . Comb i ned with optical micro scopy, this work
should lead to phase d i agr ams for the six block
copol ymer s prepared in this thesis.
Stud ies are present 1 y commenc i ng with Professor R
.
Farris to study the fiber and film proper ties of the
lyotropic copolymers. Used as homopo 1 ymer s , or blended
with suitable liquid crystalline polymers such as poly<£-
benz amide) of po 1 y ( g-pheny 1 eneterep tha 1 am i de ) , the block
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copolymers described in this thesis will be solution spun
into fibers and films. This work will hopefully lead to
a test of the hypothesis of mu 1 1 i-d imensiona 1 strength
discussed in Chapter One of this thesis. Presumably
,
many new lyotropic rigid rod star-block copolymers will
have to be prepared with varying flexible arm lengths and
arm numbers as well as varied lengths of the rigid
po ly (p_-benzamide ) block to fully investigate this multi-
dimensional strength hypothesis. In addition to the tie-
molecule hypo thes is? the effec t of phase sep ar at ion on
crack propagation could prove to be interesting.
Other lyo tropic rigid rod star -block copol ymer
s
could be prepared using the methods outlined in this
thesis. Of particular interest, would be the preparation
of copol ymer s with rigid poly (V- benzy 1 -L-g lutamate
)
( PBLG ) blocks at the extremities of the star cores
(8, 9) . Hypothetical ly, this could lead to the
preparation of star-block copolymers with well-defined
rigid units as PBLG has been reported to be prepared by
living anionic pol ymer i zat i on techni ques ( 4- ) .
In conclusion, the work described in this thesis can
lead to the preparation and study of many new and
interesting materials. These studies cover the fields of
anionic po lymer ization? telechelic polymers, star
polymers, block copolymers, and the general field of
210
liquid crystalline pollers, fibers, films and networks.
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